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What

A Strong Protest.

a pity that

such a man isnot a Christian ! ‘ He is the
acknowledged leader ofth¢ Hindu Th¥ists

Andrew Jackson

Davis,

who

:
has

iii
The mean, the bag and thealse are
quickened.
ible men have ceased to
prize-the right to ‘vote. Caucuses rule us.
O Miss Anthony, I tell you it is sweeter and
better far to be loved than it is to be feared!
Better to receive gifts than'to’ collect debts!
"Better to be a servant of all, and

enter the

kingdom of heaven honestly, than ruler offall

A

Le

1

A SCHEME OF CHRISTIAN UNITY.
A company of about 80 Boston cletgy-

this man’s
Somehow

he can not fail to see that they are working
the most serious moral mischief. As will be

-whenéver

#& When Agents receive premi

tn addition.
d on commis:
of returning

on moneys sen mt sooo
owed
33 Wozend uo backs cut 19 be
Yau, ar atherwise, wi th the priv

The. Sy

Stir.

I

see him

I feel

that we must

seen, he repudiates almost-everything which.

not: give him up, but that he must become a true disciple. of four Ldrd Jesus
Christ. I firmly believe that every down* | right, conscientious Hindu Theist must feel
his way through to hima who alone is the
mediator between

God

and man,—but

the

painful fact seemsto be that very few of
thesé Brahmists are at all sincere or serious
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- Sings 80 that the heart may hear it,

station, the church,

“It is better farther
on!”
Bits upon the grave and sings it,

the

industrial school,

the bazar preaching, -etc., all of which re-

;

main,—I may here make special mention of

Sings it when the heart would groan,

the Zenans work, which is of comparatively

‘Bigs it when the shadows darken,

homes, but have at their own expense em- [ving happily in the marriage relation.

is better farther
on!”

The Babus not

v

-—

Missionary Correspondence.
My writing day falls on our- homeward
journey from the mission meeting at Bala-

recéive

her tq. their,

ployed one of our Christian

school

instruct

This

their

cheering.

NARANGARD, INDIA, Oct. 28, 1870.

only

daughters.

girls to

is

most

Maria, the teacher, told me that

she is not allowed to teach Christianity in
school ; still there are ample opportunities
for conversing with her pupils on the sub-

ject.

Let our friends

remember . this little

sore. We are resting
for afew hours
at a bazar school. These girls, properly taught,
somfortable bifngalow belonging to the De- will hardly make wives and mothers for
partment of Public Works, and -this after- those who bow down to dumb. idols, nor
i
in

' noon hope to go on another - stage of eight
or ten miles. To-morrow morning, if all is
well, we shiall reach home. In this way it

will they be so likely to rest short of Buding
the Saviour of sinners.
will have taken twenty ‘days for the round. . At Patna we found sister Crawiord hard

5. That spirits are at all times

of the same name which has heén formed in
England.

1t is proposed to secure a i

of all evangelical denominations, whose a
-shall be the promotion of Christian and
philanthropic interests.

‘The union is to be

more spiritual than actual, the

r 3cout-

ing. the ideaof a uniformity of a

and

organization,

Mave a

The

plan.
is, first to

council of not less than a hundred members

of churchesof various denominations.’

roads area sine qua non with En- 1
few sisters from the- “native
glishmen, and well they may be, for they munity.
All the ive Che e church

contribute Jargely to a country’s growth in

Jpraetical knowledge and general thrift. . In
Jndia good roads go side Ry side with popular education.

Sec-

Provides

all save one of our native preachers were
present; and from first to last fhe services
seemed to me eminently calculated to in-

spire confidence: and ‘courage in our great
work. The English sermon was to have
‘been preached by Bro. Bacheler, but in his
absence Bro. Hallam gave us a very excel

)

bh

one

hundred—are’ school

dear children
‘droveto our

om the fearful famine
r, are dedicating: their

" in’ gircles ; and that the ¢ medihave no private rights or powers of

will whjeh the spirits

are

~ 6. That spirits ‘are both

bound ‘to 'resubstantial and

immaterial ; that they traverse «the empire
of golids, and bolt through solid substances,
without respecting any of the laws of solids

God bless them all,. and bless her, too, the
eager, tireless worker, who loves them and

material

as

the

It is

Al

i

most

emi-

3

sylvania Aventie has been paved, a new

market

housé of magnificent proportions is now in process of erection, new

and will'be

:

railroads are contemplated”

finished ete long, and

the march of improvement is rapid

everywhere”
and uniform.

The project of the Capital-movers has received
some severe blows both from the President and
Congress, the public buildings are receiving new
and tasteful embellishments, and other indica-

Monday,

tlie se¢ond, was

observed

as

a holir

day by the government, and most private individuals. Calls were very numerous and visitors
very cheerful, under the combined influence of

the death of the wife of Secretary Belknap, who
was buried the day before, much.to the disappointment of sight-Seers, many of whom came
to Washington for the express purpose of attending the receptions, of these Sstiveuishen gentlemén.

i

Again, but. the

LEGISLATIVE GATHERINGS.

The legislatures of “a large number
states,
York,

of

cluding Maine, Massachusetts,
New
Pennsylvania, Ohio, &c. , began their

:

As

bodies are surely, though slowly, gravitating

Judging from the mes-

sages ‘already submitted, the legislation of
the winter will be chiefly of a financial

towards the sun,.and, -says Sir William
character, with an aim to diminish the burinvesti- "Thomson, * not one can escape its fiery den of taxation which is pressing so heavily
end.”
Will that be an end, however, since upon the masses. - In addition, New York
“gator,
7. That every tion peing isa medium, neither matter nor force is ‘capable’ of de- will suggest some changes in the statutes
‘To resume the general theory, relating to the sentences of murderers, and
in one form or another, and to some. extent, struction?
anything they like to

astonish

og. Pout he ending

of books
4

tion, as a means of ol

the

and

reflee-

ning truth,

are no

longer necessary to behevers ; that the guardian band of ‘spirits will impart to the

that,in any event, * whatever is, is right.”
*.

DO

Not quite a Convert.
Miss Susan “Anthony having lectured on
the:

Emancipation

N.Y.,

the Rev.

of

Women,

in’
i Elmira,

Thomas Beecher

having

heard her, he was affected to utterance as
follows. We quote
* ‘from the Christian

because a man loves me, than collect pay
for work done, ' I'd rather be ‘a ohi
recéive,than a man and fight for... =

have supposed woman

from
sun,

Ohio will give considerable attention to the
condition of her charity institutions. Maine
has some alleged paper credit frauds to look

earth, stars, meteorites, and nebule—is that

into,while Pennsylvania will tinker het con-

the writer says:
|" + Thi iievitable conclusion derived
{ the study of the heavenly bodies—of

will

not

probably

Ls
-—

be

his party in Georgia, and

that to him .is partly

owing the sweeping Democratic victory in that
state. Indeed,he isnot popula with any class

@

one the idea that he is a very able. man, or particularly fitted for the high office which he now

holds, but which, according to present indications, he will not hold muh longer.
There are now in the Senate, ten Democrats,
viz. : Casserly,
Saulsbury, Bayard,
McCreery,
Davis, Vickers, Hamilton, S'ockton, Thurman

and Johnston.

Of these, Casserly,B yard,

vis, Vickers, Hamilton, Stockton and

Thurman

hold over during

McGreery

th

xt

Congress.

o»

Da-

.

will be succeeded by John W. Stevenson, and
Saulgbury and Johnston will either be re-elected or be succeeded by persons of like political faith.
In the next Congress, besides these,
Demo-crats will have Kelley, of Oregon, Go dthwait, of

the immeasurable space is full of matter of stitution, and oppose free trade and coolie
Alabama, Cooper, of Tennessee, and. Vance of
the same kind, but aggregated. Jin different importations. The two wingsof the Repub- North Carolina. If the last named be refused a
fashions; sometimes being gaseous, at oth- lican party in Missouri have united;and work seat, then some Democrat will be chosen in his
‘or times solid; sometimes in a state of most -in harmony in the legisalture, although the stead, whose disabilities have been removed.
intense heat, shother times cooled sufficient- Democracy was very anxious to unite with They will also elect one Senator; from each of the

ly to admit of the presence of life, as in the the liberal wing.
earth and Mars, oi, lastly, cold; barren and|:
- AN ATTEMPT
lifeless, as in the nieteorites.
Whether the
gaseous condition of matter preceded iin any 4
particular case the solid, we can not tell. So

States of Missouri
AT V INDICATION.

Marshal Bazainé has made public the story

of‘his defense and surrender of Metz. The
far as our earth is soncerned, the only ‘idea fact that it wdS first published at Berlin

that we can grasp. of its origin is that it may afford a morsel of satisfaction to thosewho claim that the Marshal has been engagwas a fiery body like the sun, and that it
¢ has been gradually cooling from that time ed with the German authorities in a scheme
down to the present day. This realization
of the steady, change is a Sondamental doctrine of evolutionism.”

Waste of Brain.

| -

er

.

and severe only toward ourselves.

and who

peculiarily. blest in

attempt

h

made; although it has quite a large number of
advocates. There is no doubt that AttorneyGeneral Akerman is extremely unpopular with

bly elected a Democratic speaker and clerk ; of persons. His personal appearanceis against
the most of the-other legislatures chose Re- him, and acquaintance with him does not give

publican officers.

The New York assem-

3

are Hi

They

and censuring faults

education.

he

to. restore the Empire. He makes out a
very favorable statement for himself, baring the actual facts in the case; they spoil
the whole story. He says that after being

and

West Virginia,

and two,

from Georgia. , This will make the “Demogratic strength seventeeti, instead of ten. “The ablest
of these is, undoubtedly, Thurman,-of Ohio,

to him his colleagues of the same faith yield, ns ™
if by common consent, the position ‘of leader.
He is an exceedingly able lawyer and sharp Jdebater, and makes his-power

felt, even

upon ‘the .

ov erwhelming Republican majority of the Senate.
MISCELLANEOUS,

John W. Forney has retired from editorial
life in Washington, after a service of eight years, -

<onfined- at Metz, he received no answers

In 1862, he established the. Daily
Morning
Chronicle, as a Republican journal, and has controlled it ever ‘since. During these eight years,

the

trols.

$F

to his despatches to the government, nor he has worked hard and faithfully in the advocaof Republican. principles. For seven years,
did "any of<his messengers return. Official cy
from 1861, he was also Secretary of the Senate,
records contradict him
He'also claims that besides being editor and proprietor of the Press,
imniinent starvation was the actual cause of Philadelphia, a daily paper which he still consurrender.

Probably, then,

his troops

He is a very able man, of genial, pleasant

wergunable fo eat, for the Germans report-- manners and will be much missed from Washinged an abundance of provision when they en- ton society. He &old the Daily Chronicle to John
M.Morris, Executive Clexk of the Senate, but the
tered the fortress. He further states that| Sunday Chronicle he presented to his son, John
false reports of the government at Tours, W. Forney, Jr., and his cousin, D. C. Forney, as
claiming victories that were never won and a testimonial of his regard. He will remove to
asserting the abundamce of provision when Philadelphia,and make that his permanent home,
searcely any remained, are what has given devoting all his time and talents to building up
color to the charges of treachery.
hisis
somewhat puzzling,especially when we take the Press. There are now in Washington four
into account the reputation of the Tours daily papers, three Republican and one Demovernment for veracity. And it may be cratic, three morning and one evening. There
that the generally mixed-up. condition of are also four Sunday papers, two Republican,
affairs as indicated by conflicting French one Democratic and one feutrdl, aud five: weekand German dispatches has had ‘foo much Hes; including Fre derick Douglass’ 8 ¢ New Era,”
weight in determining our faith in the Mar- three Republican and oné Democratic of the
[| shal’s fidelity, But-lis attempted virdica- weekly papers, four; are made up from the coltion

contains - numerous

inconsistencies,
:

Which we can not satisfactorily explain,
EUROPE.

The public eye is still fixed on Paris, but
ag Parix hardly varies her condition from

umns of their daily editions, Most of them are of
eonsidgrable ability, but two, the Republican
and Star are fot so particular as tg, the refine
ment and morality of their columns as would

seem desirable. John H. Surratt was prevented +4 from lecturing in this city last. Friday by fear of

one ‘week to~"hnother, the public eye is -a ‘mob. It was understood that he should not be
FONE
uite heavy. Balloons frequently permitted to. tell his story herd, and, although his
shoot up from. behind the city walls, and. a agent procured, three halls, one after another,
shell or round shot occasionally drops with- the Mayor wa§ obliged, at last, to call upon Sur +
ratty and advise him not.to attempt to lecture,as
in the same, hut A city still holds out am
the German a;
ments of teoo pi

1 holds on. © The move-

he had reason to, fear that there would be trouble.

other parts of France There was 4 good deal of feeling against Surratt,
have Rccomphshed tlothing decisive, and we aud most ‘persistent attempts weve made” to pre<,
must waitat least another “week before re- ivent him from getting a hall, so that, finally, he .
porting anything startling.—The aséassina- was compelled to put ip with a small ‘room, and
tionof Prim, as announced

lastook,

filled Spain with puoirning Mike
sion that followed King
madeus’

throne was saddened by

havihg Jus

lowed Prim
to his tomb, so that

greetings were of a very

subdued

i

a

.

The. new year finds the National Capital in a
better condition than it ever was beforé. Penn-

is cooling; its vast size makes the process
slower; but the result is inevitable, and
will one daybe what the earth is now.
On
the other hand the earth and other planetary

im, Others and ackno edging-none in themdence of progress in the right direction. ‘built during thé faniine by the
help of ‘ Noting~the fact that the occupations of selves, show that’ the
not mastered,
We had prayer-meetings every morning at Government and kind - friends, has proved ‘men are competitive,and often contentious, I as yet, the rudiments of theve fra
¢ Christian
Chapel: and
o our Christian vil-

—

sessions last week.

.

‘in Engh at Bro, Smith's. | an immense bloseing

- policy’ ¥ and.

cooled off and is cooling still. . The sun, too,

" According to Dr. Beard, labor of the
Union:
lent and acceptable discourse from 1st Pe+ And Miss Anthony wints woman to ride brain causes greater waste of tissue than
“tm,
j ter, 2:7," the first clause. There “has not lives for them,
up and go it blind too,—for no. earthly rea- labor of the muscles. - According to the esF'
at Santi- son that I can see,except that men gre acting timates
, been an’ English service kept up at Balasore | And now as to the Mission Farm
- of Prof. Houghton; three hours of
”for the past year, Bro. Smith having been | pore, where we passed a Sabbath very the fool and it is not good for man to be hard: Study produce more important clignges
alone and with plenty to do without this. pleasantly on our way home, I need say alone,
of tissue than a whole day of muscular labor,
Still the station people: came’ out wellto but a word, for your readers are kept pret
- Before héaven and all good men I pro- Phosphorus, which i§ @ prominent ingredithis service on Sabbath evening, and T have ty well informed about that point along our test that the most mortifying and trying du- ent of the brain, is deposited in the, urine
no doubt they were glad’ of the’ chance of: line of works. And shall I write firstof|¢ ty of my life is the duty of voting, I fear after mental labor; an | recent experiments
hearing an English sermon.
The English that which first and frequently came to that some one will suspect me of ‘thinking have shown that by chemical examination
chaplain at -Cuttack ‘nominally visits Bala- mind while at that secluded home in the that T' know how to vote wisely and “with of these phosphates deposited, it is possible
= Sore once or twice a year, and that is all the junglp P Last August the last child of a
discrimination. I. voted for fifteen men to determine whether an individual has been
"European residents have in the way of. large family loft the parental roof, and who three weeks ago. Of these fifteen 1 knew chiefly using his brain or his mucles. That
preaching. ¢ Prayers are read,” however, can tell, save those who have known by two, and only two. ‘As to them I gave an the brain‘is the organ of the intellect is now
Jat the Circuit Houge every Sunday after actual experience, what were the fond
intelligent vote. For
thirteen I voted as well ‘established as: any fact of science,
_poon by the magistrate, nopes and heart-longings that sailed away by guess. And Iam 1bt the biggest fool Fhe "brain, being the .noblest organ of the
The conference sermons in the Yernmou“I"body, receives a greater proportional amount
in that ship for America?
No one now
that goes to ‘the polls either,
lar (we have two at each meeting, one by left to cheer those growing old, noon at |
Miss Anthony wants women to vote. of blood, than any other part, and is, of
~a native brother and the other by oné of the ‘home to say mother or fathet, no one to
course, correspondingly affected by the qual:
missionaries) were preached Jby Simeon cave for or cherish as a child ;—who won- For one T am willing to resign the nosen- ity and quantity, of the nutrition. It has
gical duty if the women will only take hold.
Mishra,’ from Philippians 2: 6, Friday even- ders that the tears unbidden flow, and the’
been estimated that one-fifth" of the blood
ing, and by.your correspondent: on Sabbath heart grows sad amid its strange solitude ? They can not know’ less about the matter goes to the brain, though its average weight
than we men do!
‘morning, from! 1st Corinthians 16:9.’ Be- Some one who reads these lines may know
Some people would rather collect ji! debt | is not more than fifty ounges, oF about enesides these there was another Bengali dis What they mean, know it better and deepthan
receive a gift. They are talking in- | forfieth of thesweightof the body. This is
course on the Sabbath, ‘by our new, preacher er than he who writes them too,—and such
‘cessantly about'*‘our rights!" They want .one of the reasons why brain-workers need
from Mr, Poarce’s school at. Calouita, Puma. an one will ft to heaven s sildnt
prayer that to be made équal!. They hate to be’ dis- a better quality and larger quantity, of nutris
Chandra Basus “He bids: fair 10 ' become an ‘comfort may be vouchsafed to those lonely franchised. H a man may wear a chip on tion than mechanics and laborers. :
efficient laborerin this: field; and /“having
‘and aged parents in the little mission bun- his shoulder, why may not we have a chip on
marriéd one of our Oriy a girls, seems 86tTo know ouf sins thoroughly iis Sorat to
galow at Santipore, And may god in mer- our shoulder?. I hive no power to undertling down to Steady wor
On. Saturday cy hear the prayer;
+
stand such people. I'd rather réceive a gift render us gentle in our judgment of others,

evening we Lad our missionary meeting,
But who can witte of the Siidipors of toand on’ Monday evening a grand temper- day. without thanking God* for the: grand
ance rally, which gave unmistakable 'evi- crops? That dam across the
little stream,

in Boston, the

and substances ; and that they can perform |

I an pleased to notice: that ‘the industrial
department is-so well sustained in this

school. - Busy, hard-working, honest girls,

nent clergymen of the city being epluseuted
-

ten ball, a source
of light like the sun.

spect.

youthful lives to God's service.

who can spin and sew, cook and wash, and
make . garden besides, bid fair to make
somebody's . home happy, and to become
real ornamentsto Christian society in India.

geological science, comprising some sublime

ed at least twenty-seyen of the Slomnt
found in-our rocks.
It is held that the earth was once a mol-

summqns, and can be ¢ called up” or made
to
ums”

L and has its disadvantages; stillwe can not ‘faithful “everything worth knowing; and
Qgh thai so many of the that, for anything further, oné need only
for roads as be thankful
wait upon the promptings of intiition, and

Our semi-annual Conference at Balasore
was a very pleasint, and, I trust, profitable
meeting. All of our missionary band, and

a

over

Thisis a remarkable state of things,

marked approval

ets turned out of their course, - have: disclos-

The new educational cess,

now being agitated,
well as schools.

numbers
girls.

ad

will not
ond, each member of the council should be tions are numerous (Hat this generati
gee
the
departyre,
of
the-sent
of
werkt
from
conseious both of the moral) and ‘denominamuch abused Washington,
tional
responsibility.
Third, each shall

burgh Review sums up the latest phase of

sun is made of the same

subject to.

at work 1‘among her scores of girls. That is
trip
of one hundred
and fifty miles. “Of this
a busy hive surely, and honey is made there.
time five days were. spent at Balasore, six These orphan girls of the famine are fast ‘and that all persons, unconsciously to themat Santipore, where a heavy rain-storm
, coming into the church.
Almost every selves, are acting aout the feelings, the will,
shut us in, and the rest on the road. “The
and the mind of spirits; .
road is mow thoroughly settled the whole
8, That spiritual intercourse is perpetual;
way, whieh I assure you is occasign for the company of - bélievers.
1 that it is now everywhere operative; and
sincere thanksgiving on the part of all who church isi a church of children.
‘| that, being at last established, it can not be
"knew it in the ‘days of deep mud and ruts:
s | again suspended.
Good

Gladstone's

Longress re-assemblen January 4th. The
SAN DOMINGO AGAIN.
earth, but is on fire, It is a * great, fiery members“came back from enjoying the holiCongr¥s met to-day, at noon, aftér a recess of
globe, strrounded by an -atmosphere of in- days, se mingly in the best of spirits and
grow and forever bloom—I will in this tensely heated gases and vapors that are. with a purpgse to proceed at once to busi- two weeky;; Most of the members were present.
The chief topic of conversation‘among them was
continually rising or falling, like our clouds,
place mention only nine, as follows:
tess.” It is hoped that the opportunity for San Domingo. The speeches of Senators Sumaccording
to
their
temperature.”
Flames
of
1. That departed spirits, both good .and
thought and, candid deliberation presented ner, Morton and others have been. printed sepaevil, eontinually float and drive about in burning hydrogen flare out seventy or nine- by the vaecatiop has been improved, and rately, and seut by their authors and the authors®
Nhe earth’s physical atmosphere.
ty thousand miles beyond the dazzling atmosto all parts of thecountry.
During the,
that there may be no more acrimonious friends,
recess, some facts conéerning the coveted West
2. That evil-disposed characters, having phere of the light.
discussions, either for the parties themselves
Indian Republic have come to light,which seem to
Second.—The stars, 50 far as they can be
died in their active sins, linger around men
to repent of or for the country at large to be militate againt the statements of Admirgi Porter
results as to the maand women both day and night, in order to examined, yield similar
ashamed of. In the Senate, Mr. Sumner's res- (who is also mixed up in this matter) and Genergratify their unsatisfied passions and pre- terial of which they a composed. . The neb- olution of inquiry was nearly the first busi- als Babcock and Ingalls, tht the island is * perulse are made up, some of remote solid
vailing propensities.
ness called up, which was passed with but fectly healthy.” Itappears from * Edwards's
3. That all known mental disturbarices— but some chieflyof such well known gases little opposition. It is proposed to bring History of the West Indies,” that, in’ 1797, twe
Yours
British invaded the island with
such as insdnity, murder, suicide, licen-] ashydrogen and nitrogen.
Idiers, only 3,000 were .alive and fit for
Third.—The planets generally resemble Senator Morton's resolution. before the
tiousness, arson, theft, and various evil imHouse as soon as possible. There is a =
‘When the 82d regiment of infantry land[pulses and deeds—are caused by the direct the earth in form, solidity, and atmosphere,in growing uncertainty
asto its fate, present ed, it was 860 strong, Withinten days, 630 fell
their
general
relation
to
the
sun
and
his
sysaction of the will of false and malignant
‘appearances indicating that it will have a victims to the climate, The 96th infantry pertem. Mars, for instance, is whiteded in ef ‘stormy passage if indeed it is not lost en- ished to a man.—T should not care to live in such
spirits.
4. That certain passionate spirits, op- ery one of his long winters, over all the pol- tirely. In the meantime, preparations are a “perfectly healthy” climate.’
¥
posedto purity and truth and goodness,
are ar regions, by. heavy falls of snow, which making to convey the Commissioners to
POLITICAL.
busy breaking up the tender ties of families,| melts away again in summer.
San Domingoag soon as possible, in case " There is some talk among the more radical ReFourth Meteorites, which are small planpublican politicians of reconstructing “Georgia
and -take delight in_ separating persons
the bill gets through the House.

“It

No! no counting—only trusting

tion with

cl

and’ certainly strange views.
-| as heartily in favor of it.
First.—The new freology finds ‘that the
CONGRESS.

Among the errors anid hurtfi
superstitions which have_ sprung up iM medern
fields—in fields where we fondly hoped the
immortal flowers of Reason alone would

Oount the mile-stones
one by one.

:

How much farther?

Good onder prevailed: on “bath Rospgions
: The
Cho pre 00 conference is ‘busy i
on,
ying to decide whether Russisa can be ali
to fight or not, Theres dissatisfac- -

ance, but it is hoped eventually to super- the delightful weatfiex ##id the egg-nogg, which,
+ sede it. As soon as the organization is suf- I am sorry to gay, was dispensed very freely, y :
Views.
ficiently complete, it is proposed “t hold an “fair hands. The President, vice-President,
bers of the Cabinet, the Speaker.of the Hous, i
rl
international congress either in this coun-1
A writer in the last number of the Edin- try or Germany.
The scheme regcived and General Sherman did not receive, owing to

e hasbeen

recent date. It was truly ‘refreshing to see
how ‘finely this seems to be progressing
under sister Smith's energetic managemerit.

“Tt is better farther on!”

Farther on?

,

He is an active, growing Christian,

and may yet ‘become one: of our native
preachers.
or
Not‘to speak of what used to be at this

and day it sings the sonnet,
Sings it while I sit alone,

’

God snd Heaven. Find
The second master jn our Vernacular

school at Balasore is Joseph Fullonton,a
young man trained in the mission, and
every way worthy of the - position he occu-

—

I hearit singing, singing sweetly,
Softly in an undertone,
Binging as if God had taught it

;

in their- speculations or theif, Rearch after

is peculiar to the system which
held to support. He says:

5

:
men and laymen of. ‘evangelical sepitiments he has Been asked to Yes ip.
assembled at the Revere House, oft the 3d
inst., to. hear the, Rev. Dr. Cather, of En-’
WwVasbiigton Crrrenrmions,
gland, explain a scheme, for the formation
of a Christian moral science associdtion in
hia WASHINGTON, JAN, 4 4871.
this country, to co-operate with the socioty
THE NEW YEAR, .

in Balasore, still I can not but believe that quated as the chief apostle of modern- Spirithe fails to find thé satisfaction and peace in ualism, in'a recent work, takes occasion to eternal mad-house.
this soulless Bfahmism, ‘which his reason utter his protest against the. main dogmas
u| demands and hfs heart craves. I wish our- which enter into the spiritualistic’ creed, as.
. Geological

brethren at home would make
case ome of special prayer.

i.

i

TN

contribute his share of $3,000
necessary to
this ante-room:of clamor and wrangling, start the work. . It is not
iftended to interwhere deceived men make ready for the’ fere with the proposed” wvangelical Alli-

been

amber

: )

g——

Byents of the Week.

wainly of Bantal

school, holds the post he has held for years,

NEWSPAPER DACISIONS.
* ros

wild con-

tentions. - Asa: Christian pastor I note that
women, far more easily and readily than

Te

"The school, obfaposed

fore seen. The different départiments of ter be this,“that the visit to our Southern
mission labor are being faithfully prosecut- churches has greatly cheered us. We reed by our beloved
brother and sister Jjoice to report hard work, and happy hea rts]
Smith. Phakir Mahan Senapati, the gen- that love it better every day they live.
J. LP.
tlemanly head-master of the Vernacular God bless them all.

y person swho takes
apex, regularly
4
Wiiohove 8PR Forbid,
his name or
or whether he has subscribedor not—is
for the payment.
orders his
aper

fi
; ERY

boing delivired from condom

men, understand, ‘accept and enjoy, the
children, is dojng: well. | Alremdy seven or ‘Christian's career. ‘Will they, ean they gain
eight
of its - pupils have gondout to teach anything by breaking forth impatiesitly into
little schools inthe “nefghboring = country. the thronged areda—where deluded men
was resolutely and _ promptly discharged, The little. church “grows. steadily in num- would gain the whole world and lose their
All irt'all, the Balasore meeting has heen a hers, and I hope in spiritual * strength also.. own soul?
decided success, and we gq from it to our The young people had recently organized a
Ah, Miss Anthony! Miss Anthony! ‘Tknow
several fields of toil with fresher and firmer Joseph band, and we had a pleasant: meet- you. Ialmost reverence you: .For you are
faith in God and in the final triumph of “his ing one forenoon. They have a constitu- “brave, honest, persevering, and dreadfully
kingdom in this land of idols.
tion that means Bible temperance, and in earnest.
you are wrong. Contentment does, agt come by efjualities. Men are:
It is fitting here to speak of our work at evince a courage that promises success.
But this hurried letter must come to an no better off for voting! 'Every election is
each of the stations just visited. Balasore
presents a more lively look than I have be- end. Let the conclusion of the whole mat- an infernal ¢arnival.’. The good ard discour-

oEomittancenof
mu

ly.

%

—— LE

—r

for a Sooke. prayers. ge: ¢ There is now no lack of water for
the fields, and the rice’ grows magnificent.

most pleasant and precious of the session,
As to work inCopférence, I may say that
the time was well taken up, and business
relating to the extension of our operations

$3.00 per year; or if paid stri tly IN AD-

mus
a RERLTEAYORSay Droou

pr

meeting at the opening of every day’s work,
and these services “are always. among the

FAMILY.

taf sravient

i

|. our By-laws provide

Officé, 30 Washington 8t., Dover, N. H.
L. W. BURLINGAME, Puylisher,
Sond

Ca

od

has

rocesto his

fol-.

the royal

naire,

did not dare’to make his appearance in that.—Rusw
mors are again reviyed that Secretary Fish will
retire from the cabinet. in ‘Murch, and ‘they gain i
credence with many.

ny

prediction, but
|
=

1 do not vonture to

make

we shall, 8004, | + conf £014
. PRESCOTTY

‘

=

Ve

7

“bod

|

wl

10

irre ere?

Comnuicitions.

j—short it {jock

timo,

men

hasten to, their

sometimes

ye

own

<«

deserts,

where

the

means

of

Somie of us will hardly be’ pépared,

subsistence

with

was scanty, and there was great’ danger all his care and’ discipliwe,- But let us folA low our guide; and. when the journey,is
of -perishing from hunger and thirst. ,
Why did Israel take that lonely, cirenitdus | complete, we ‘shall sing on the other side of
journey through wilderness - and desert,— | Jordan our song of deliverance and praise.
*

‘instead of

the.

known,

short,

easy

|

way,

_ which at the longest, \ivas a journey

a)

o

P,

:

CL

i -yon area

families with bread, —rather with rice, which

name,

land

in

|

cerning some.

ole. can' do, ocon-

or

oft-occurring

sin and

romise, ‘In

0

ps

the

faint

due time ye shall reap, if ye

aint not." —8., 8. Temes.

sorrows and

>:

0°

We sar,

-

Now I firmly believeit is about as often
A LAY SERMON TO MINISTERS.
School
thie fault of the pastor as of the people. In in his recent work, “The 8
thren
an observation of twenty-five years or'more, Idea,” asks, “Will. not our cleri
listen. for Oje to a ‘short sermon froma lay
Lhave seen some pastors enter a, mew field brother 22 a io Sib of this r onort, Sermon

“le

sinner, then turn away from
pray.

trial

‘many another fol-

of labor full of enthusiasm,
and God blessed

Believe on the Lord

sto

urge,

Jomething

to

every sermon
that shall be *‘levelto the ca-

them with success. After awhile, the pastor
seéms to settle down in a quiet, indifferent

pacity of the child-part” of their audiences.

are entitled to som
more than
way, his sermons are not what they were They
the crumbs that
fall from the table ofhot
an ance, and reccivé the pardon of .all your.
;
at
first,
his
visits
grow
few
and
far
between,
elaborate discourse, and others will
sins, that you may be saved.’
M.

takes the place of bread here.. These are
Santals and Hindus," “The

and

t and thie .anhy, that“a few brief

lively

throb ofof |§

wony, and "0 increase their faith in: the

supplies no Jess than three score andl ten, Jesus Christ, ‘and earnestly call upon his
rent

is “scarcely more than

exercising

rn

three rupee, or one and a half dollars, per |

of a |

Cg

afilictions, in

the enemy.

:

every

paid for the

i

heart, need
rewarded
wit "any degree of success encon
others less i
iy their testi-

and (i patient continuanée in well doing,
you will. be able to overcome the power of

The {arm is parceled out into plots, &o,,
of from half an acre to three Acres éacli, and

Christians,

the

4

fore‘them, we allow a layman tq speak his word

darkness, forget not to pray, but persevere

be put down as’ an onsis.in a wilderness!
Oh that Santipore may prove a veal spiritual oagjs in this dry and barren” moral desSad

forth

i.

“they wish to know the thoughtsof the pews be-

hue,” preparatory for. the dickle,—such a assistamce,
spot at such a time as the present may fairly |* In trials and

ert!

. od i .

a struck party to strike batk, and as’ of fiith, that is. Dow

“allowing

| cheering one, as I yparey and rode home
"There were two ways by which the chil-. "Phere is no safety in any way but God's way.
dren of Israel might have gone . from the: | If we go in the ‘ay of his appointment, we || across onrmission - aim). Two hundred ‘tage,and the religious interest is destroyed.
| acres of beautiful prairie land, well cultivat- -- When the cause is languishing, and Chris« Jand of bondage tothe land of Canaan. may feel assured it is’ the right way, even
‘ed and all well witered, now: completely tians scarcely, keep off from the enchanted
if
it
pe
a
long
way.
Thus'we
may
have
to
One was from the north of Egypt’ to the
doveréd with a luxurioug -grawthof rice, ground, then pray. . Rouse yourself, hoty* south of Canaan, bordering on the Mediter- exercise patience, faith; and cherish a meek
just
heading
out;
while
portions
of
it are ever much, you are inclined to sleep there,
ranear. Sep; and is now the usual caravan and teachable spirit. It will not do to give
‘already beginnipg to take on ** the , golden’ and pray till ‘God “in mercy comes to your
wayto
discouragenfent,
and
becat®e
the
route from Egypt ‘to Gaza, Traveling by
this road, the journey could have been acs journey seems long and. hard, to turn back
complished with ease in the space of five, or to the land of bondage. We are to press
.six days: The other was much. farther, and forward, forward to the end of the journey.
very indirect, as a glance at the geography And it shall he reached at last. We shall
of thecountry will show. “It led to the bor- come at last from our wilderness wandering
der of the Red Sea, across which they must to the New Jerusalem. Our ‘kind leader
us for heaven.
pass, into a trackless, wilderness, over sandy and captair.‘is now fitting

»

‘words from a loving

to eriticismpas they believe in- fxr play

defeat, and |" The case, however, ip fa gtherwise with
| our people. The contrast, wil certainly a
.
.

utter ruin,

bs

sweril

short-$ighted | they ave sadas they see, that “about to fail
1°

are

4

call

Not content with biding God's | them. .-How gould it‘be ofhierwise? ©

{ indeed!

i The ‘Way of the: Wildernoss.

\

gredt ‘niijority of them

\The end | have but one string to theif bow, no wonder

seems, ~—of dishonesty and fraud.

is shameful defeat.” We

While the

faith in

rt

God with repent-

“he ‘seldom if ever introduces the

v

———

subject” of

"be robbed or leftto starve while they are.
fed.

“religion in private conversation, and other

: “Barly Sketches. —No. 3.

y
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‘We trust that those who preach

to others

elements not necessary. to enumerate are
acre. The great defect in the system of
listen to this Sermon’ p
to them.
DY JOSEPH FULLONTON,
‘wanting for the success of both pastor and will’
It is short
and yet weigl y, and it-bears
)
farming.
here,
sis
relying
entirely
on
gne
|
d who directed] s
.veals the secret. It was
p>
ATT
e—
people; and the result.is, the chupch catch- upon a neglect of which many will confess
crop./ We are trying to get our people
“And it came to pass when
.. their steps.
" BAPTISM OF RANDALL.
:
\ es the same spirit, in too. great
a degree, themselves guilty. Sabbath
The dénominational mind ‘has been for ‘into the way of "cultivating a variety. of |
Sabbath,
Pharqah lets the people go, that God led twenty- years intensely fixed upon this sabone
and
many
become
cold”
and
indifferent
to in many of our co:
Benjamin
Randall,
the
founder
of
the
Free:
|
crops,
and
for
this
purpose
try
to
set
them
them not through the land of the Philistines, ject. At first, only comparatively fow felt
closely without J
that
half
will Baptist Denomination, ‘experienced a the cause, I think, too, that some ministers | listen
the oso
was ‘co
in
children.
although that was near; for God said, lest the importance of providing the means for gn example, by directing the labor of -our
saving change of heart’ Oct. 15, 1770. It | preach their best-sermons at thescommence- Their presence seems to
ared, and peradventure the people repent when they a thorough. culture of those who should go orphan boys in this channel, The soil and |
will be seen that 100 years and a few- weeks | ment, and soon it seems as if their ammu- | yet they constitute that element of the con:
climate
both
favor
the
cultivation
of
sugar
see war and they return to Egypt; but God forth to preach Christ to the people. © Many
have passed since that time. In that space nition gives out, and they gradually - fail to | gregation whose training and instruction
. led the people about through the way of the said that, if God wanted a man of education cane, foreign cotton and the mulberry -for |.
are in some respects the most important. . great good has come to-many through the instruct oKinteregt their hearers,
wildernessof the Red Sea.” The way of like Paul, he could call one already educat- | feeding the silk worm, besides a large vaHow impressive are the few sentences, .
In
my
opinion,
give
us
a
live,
humble;
doctrine
of
‘free
grace
which
he
soon
em|
specially designed for, and addressed to
the wilderness was God's way. He chose it ed; that the apostles were illiterate men,and riety of oil plants, &e., &c. We must have
braced and urgently proclaimed. © .:
: working, faithful ministry twelve months them, which now and then occur
in the
as best for-his people.
Weak, timid, ser- oir fathers were called from varions world- | wark for our boys, or they are sure to be
In 1773 he united with tife Congregational in a year, and there sould be more addi- preacher's discourse L They: rivet the atI§fnee farming and mechanics, as
vile gnd broken down by. oppression, they ly occnpations’ to the work of the ministry ruined.
church in New Castle, N. H., the place of tions tour churches than there are, and tention, and they aresstored up in the memEY
were petyable to withstand the shock of: withotit an education;and that there is great { well ds preaching and schook teaching,
his residence. His wife united ‘with him, there wonld not be so frequent ‘Tthanges as ory. tLhey are the seed for future harvests:
|
warlikg men. They were only raw: re- danger that education will;make a minister become an essential part6f our. missiona‘
|
The
child
that
hears
them
away
feeling
and of course they were sprinkled. In’ the there are at the present day.
that there have been words
spoken to him,
cruits,
shepherds, brickmakerd, and knew | proud, snd héwwill trast to His education |
AN OLp CHURCH MEMBER.
meourse,
of three or four years that followed,
and for hii, and that tle services are not a : : ;
The absence of alk severe storms, ** Octonothing. of the . art of war.” So God led and not lean upon the Lord.
i
desertof leaned de
jon which he can
ber gales,” &c., this year, has given us a they had: three children christened, viz., La
them by the way of the wilderness, not only
But times have changed. The majority of |
not comprehend. © 7
;
Robert
O.,
Magy
S.’and
Benjamin
W,.
Bit
delightful
rainy
season
;
our
forest.and
garto ayoid immediate~and. inevitable war, but
| How: often have: our -hearts ‘been pained
our people are converted, and now believe
the
church
was
in
great.disorder.
Perhaps
|
‘that they might have time to innure them- that the religious teacher as well as other den trees are beautifdlly covered with their
{in approaching
the sanctuary to see the’
deep green foliage,and plantain trees, wav-- other churches were not so. And Randall, {|
| chfidtren Yeaving it,and leaving it in crowds!
~.selves gradually to warlike exercises, bhé-

The

word

inspiration - re-

|

"Education in the Ministry.
—

PO

oy

ry work, .%

teachers, should know more than those whom | ing their long, broad, gldssy leaves,
stand
he attempts to instruct. | But still there are
| epect in°all the pride and grandeur of orienperils of battle.
For the conquest of the some who hold fast the traditions .ot men, |
tal luxuriance., But what boots'it,—
]
Land of Promise they needed "the discipline
and ‘occasionally we hear the old cry: |
and yr
foe wilderness journey.
“Though every prospect pleases,
4 *“If God ¢alls’a man to preach he will surély {
Anl only man is vile
This record of sacred history is rich in its qualify him.
That if he is humble. apd |
instruction. The nearest way to rest is not trusts in God,. the Holy Spirit will supply | Santipdre, Oct, 11, 1870. b
ik L.
always that which God sees best for his peo- all deficiencies.” . That God furnished thé |
ple. In his dealings. with individuals and apostles with the manifestations of the Spirit, |

- fore they’ should

.

E, . S.

become

exposedto

nations, God often pursiés
human
observation and

the

a way which, to
human reason,

and miraculous gifts far superior to human | “Through Faith in
is Blood.”
wisdom, is trise.
They were endowed with |
|
Such is his powgis from on high. These wonderful en- | _ To render manySwi
passages in the New

seems’ the most unfeasible.
economy. - What it. would seem could be
ents
.accomplishdd i five or. six days, G&d) lishment

makes a journey of forty yegrs.
. his chosena great way, around.

He leads

needed then for the estab- | Testament

were

expressive

to the

soul,

there

‘of Christianity and as proofs of its | JUSt be 8 ‘thorough anidicrstandi.™ Af the-

divine authorit¥.

But that the apostles were

types

and figutes

which

shadowed forth 1

good
things to come, in ‘the Old. untaught in religious truths,only as the Holy
This is particularly exemplified in “the | Spirit taught them, isa very great mistake. e. || What frllness of meaning a knowledge of
, means that:are used to. develop the Chris- They ‘enjoyed the personal instruction: of:| the Levitical offerings for sin
gives the
tian-graces and promote the growth of the Christtd forfn about three years before they res { phrase found in Romans, 8: 25;—“ whom
“Christian character. God often leads his ceived ‘their comniission “to go into all the God ‘hath set forth, to be a -propitiation
children a great way around te develop their

graces

and

perfect their character:

You

little thought, my -Christian brother, when
you prayed so earnestly,—so many years
ago,—that God would make youmnore patient and meek
and faithful,—as you
_-mourned over your cold heart, the ungraciousness with which you met affront,

your

repinings

over

fortune,—you little

thought what a long, toilsome, wearisome
journey was before you. You did not know
that ont of those years of suftering and

© painful separations

from ioved

ones, that

loss of property, your want-of success, your

defeats on almost

every hand, that out off

pain and sorrow, out of defeat and discour-

agement, these graces were to be developed, and your Christian character perfected.
It was a way to you unknown.
But God
knew the way; and in answer to- your

prayers, he

led you

into this.way

)

&

and

disciples

implying

preach the gospel.”

They were

of Christ,—the very word

that he was a teacher, and they

his pupils or scholars. That they received
a very thoreugh’ theological training, may
be “justly inferred from the expression of

ly divide the word. Paul enjoined this upon- obtained eternal redemption for us. If the

young Timothy,
and is it les necessary - Lblood of bulls and goats’ san

of the

now than then?

:

.

It. may be said that God can call educated

and child:

We Httle know at

sion; so that, if it- be not right for. young +

_tience burned bright in seven times heated

men fo study in reference to the ministry,
after they are satisfied that that is to be their
sphére of labor, we shall never have many

furnaces,—all that beauty and massiveness
of ‘Christian: character had been - gained.

‘thoroughly educated men’ in the ministry.
Few are called after they have prepared:

What a journéyingdsjn the wilderness!

be like “them, we

coutent fo pay the ‘price.

"If themselves for another calling.
Begides;’
one thoroughly educated in the sciences,
al- needs: a thorough theological education ‘as

‘must be

For thus it

ways igh=/* that the most valuable pait of a
Christian character is that which is procured at the sorest cost.
Parity of char-

much

as “others.

“God

could call men who

were thoroughly educated for the ministry
if there

were

any such; but there are few
“WW,

acter ig like purity of gold, where the hot- + any thus prepared.
test fires turn out the
from the érucible,”

most

refined metals
-

This . historic record = illustrates man’s
short-sightedness
and God's wisdom. = Had

|#

he would” never

purifying of the flesh, how mudh more shall
he blo d
of Christ,
who through the eter-

nal spirit offered himself withotit spot to

the subjects of baptism, and immersion

The Cropsi=--Theirs and Ours.

The way into the holiest was not made
manifest while the first tabernacle was yet
‘standing,
but when

the immaculate. Lamb

cried, “It is finished,”
the veil was rént, a

proverbial for living, ‘‘from hand to mouth,”
While the.country at large has been pretty
well supplied with rain, and hence a fair

your hands are busily engaged, and when

!

I

Holy Spirit's influences continually, and
with. an’ earnestness that’ takes mo denial.

Constantly attend the prayer-meeting, and

aCp mer, & church, or & 'matidt, |\v,qs, he fale Gare that they would not be

baptism wis Salmon Falls river, near where

regret?
ed

ers?

pes fend
There was light from above and joy below.
The waters ‘were lovely; the waterfall a lit-)

tle way off seemed to praise God; the
sang sweetly in the forests around, and

trees clapped their hands.
tized

praised

more

you dreat

your

ef

.

Besides

wherever

Randall, J. Trefethren, E. Foss and Nath]

forbidden?

you are.

at

the

the

ou

Are you doi
or anything ro

private,

t with a wrong motive?

Lord became pastor of the Baptist church in

in Berwick,

i

¢

which will haye no existence in the

was

pastor at Cape Elizabeth and Lisbon, Me.,and

4

of 1833 we heard him twice- a
in

our

church

in

of his is Rev. Noah Hooper, paster of the
Baptist church in Exeter, N. H.
He has
been a preacher nearly 40 years, 14 of which

When

the

y We

sajfitly Rutherford, —

;

pcs

oi

. “Andif one soul from Anworth
°

:

:

1 Moet me at

MY

hasten

right hand,

he

two

*

heavens

GREAT 'ENTERPhise.’ The Sunday. School * Teacher's Reading-Room and Ex-

changeis in successful of
at No. 15
Astor. Place, near Third Avepue, New York,
These rgoms are
designed for the use and

benefit of all Sunday-school teachers of the
aity and vicinity, and

of strangers

visiting

the city.
¥
Be Yuk BOL ho
© They contain nearly 1,000 volumes,s eon-

sisting of rarercommentaries, Bible dietionaries, and teachers’ helps,
besides all the
leading Sunday-school periodicals of En"America; also, a lar
assort| ment
& land and
of maps, charts, and Sunday-school
A
department py history and 4 museum
are being added. Charts and colored diagrams are Ah or loaning jo sshools,
:
' This en

e'18 supporte

Sonsibitions
évoted

to

All fands

voluntary

donais hi Je

the running expenges of

the

In-

stitution, and to ovr
of needed adand museum;
their beauty, their utility, and their exhibi- ditions to its library
The Committee in charge would urge uption of the Diving attributes. Consider how
desirability of ca
they are abused, and when they are properly on superintendents the
Consider thejr number; their variety,

ing the attention

used.

of their teachers to the

facilities afforded for the study of - Bible leswhen reading the Bible, in thus following sons; and tothe earnest desire of the Comof
out the suggestions of brief passages, ana- mittee that all should avail themgelves
i
lyzing them , and tracing their Spblications '|'the help therein afforded.
If

teachers

in different

themselves,

exercise

would

they "would

directions,

Chron.

The rooms are open daily from 8 AgM.
9p, M.

acquire

the subjects of their lesskill in unfolding
sons, and be qualifying themselves for increased usefulnesswith their class.— Ex. &
sie

|.

_ SaUT THY DOOR.

and all that I'teach

soul if I spend my

SR

to.

I feel all that I know

will do nothing for my

time, as some. people

do,

Why is it: ‘in bussiness or company. , My. soul starvesis
that we have the record of so few teachers’ to death in the best company, and God
often lostin
prayers and ordinances. Enter
into
thy
closet,”
he, and * shut thy
Z that can Tobe saidwild or
‘reckoning one dr two ministers who were |- wits
Orr written
Wallen es door,” Some wordssaid
in Scripture: are yery
descendants of E1d. Randall. That baptism 's0 straightto Be heart of even He a
much :
stranger, as a few brief words of neal per- emphatical. ** Shut thy door” means
at Berwick,- Me., was a glorious one, wide: sonal
it means, shut out, not enly nonsense, :but
experiedse. It warms
and
even
spread andgfar-reaching in its results.” «i-strengthens the Beart of toiling ones, ‘who business ; not only the company abroad;
Vis

TEACHERS GIVING TEsTiMONY.

Ihave
been waiting and watching for Jong, the company at home ; it means, let
soul have a little rest and" re
.
months, or it Huy ve years,
for some

proof, that they have not told the sto:
cross in vain,to know that similar

God have opportuni ty
k tothee
ry of the still,
small Joige,or | e will sp

agements and trialstrial of faith are horne by aa

thunder.—Cecal,

Fund
in a

i)

~~

multitude of others, who like themselves are “Lord; remember
da dytiig
strivingto obey faithfully the commandof
God, 1 thank thee,
demn- Tn all thy the-rigen, Lord, to preach or teach. the gospel malofactor,

Lean not to thy undeérstanding.
| ways acknowledge him, and he shall direct to every creature that Providence brings un~

the s,
firas]
18
ros- | put’ yourself
to the task und faithfully erry. thy paths:iada0 patil
unl
| pect phesentedfo the eyé was a ‘sorry “one. apl
To carry care
part of the burden. SankToo many
professors.
to bed is to sleép with a
‘The peoble too, whom“I ‘met Wore a sad of religion, rejoice while the minister or pack on"your back.
3
ry

FES

;
3
“better land,” 10. CONSIDER THE WONDROUS WORKS OF

then was stated supply in differeiit places. | - Gop.
meeting

5

ourself or another? anything right in itself; | A

Liotd were baptized. All became preachers.

Hooper’s son, Noah, born

:

may see them anchored
safe
besid us in the
celestial ‘ hathor. ‘Who can
not say, with

|

to

hs cn

‘lost to'our sight.

nd 4

ie

J

:

ed a proud Pharisee.

der
and influence, ,.. L138
6 3
1 "In their the instruction
pray
most;
tender an HAL
ever,
:} w
im may
for a ‘“ closer walk with God,” often fails to himself for his journey.

hair Saal
instru

Adi

is fri

prayersectingy.
she ,

>

4

+, Homean onsiain life's greit
rest

Toe

Pa
PS

Ph

his

voyage. How man
We Tourn over
them as"fost, when it maybe they are only

opera

devotions in

was

:

school teachers, how any of
these precious little barks, which we have

place of business—shop, counting-room, or
store—when you are engagedin ‘pleasures,

when

When it lifted, what

ER

\

But those bap- in the social chrle, in

seasonably cultivated ; want of the latter rain’ Pray for your pastor, and if possible, stay performing as we promise, and being as we
will not allow the grain ‘to fill, and many up his hands at times, while he labors for: -appearto be.
J
Tea
| feld& are already being devoured by. grass- the salvation of souls," If he is staggering Trust in the, Lord with all thy heart.

1h

a heavy

salvation?* or that of oth-

at games, at the theater, or

board

surprise and joy to find anchored very near
him, the very
lit le craft over which -he was

6. WHAT 'DOEST THOU HERE? Let this
question occur to you when you are at your

the

long in pablic, you may forget to talk to
ure of the early rain prevented the rice being’ God, and pray to be seen and heard of men,

my. seven
the burden of souls, never thank the
miles’ ride from Jellasove, yesterday mom. ‘under
Lord
for
that and sii down coiltented, bus
ing, mainly through’ rice field

knew the value of the rich stores on

What that you should repent of at

your own

en

and how precious the lives of every ome of
that crew were to some little circle at home.
He anchored at lastin Portsmouth harbor in

once? ‘What that has aided or has hinder-

Great, Falls village now. is. . Devout hearts
were there. The prayers ‘of many ascend-

| it will be well-a nigh
tof failure, The fails

~hoppers and other insects, In

kept together, then a storm came on.

‘it cleared again, the little sloop
was nowhere to be seen, and though a
p lookout was. kept for her, it was all in vain.
The commander was -yery sorry, for he

prised whatis now: the town, with North ‘beneficial? What
to please Christ?“or that
Berwick and South Berwick. The place of displeased him? = ‘What that you will never

he has been pastor inExeter,
+
In all, about 250 years of ministerial servthe brethren do not ‘‘come up to the help of
the Lord against: the mighty,” then pray.
Never wait till you can make a prayer and connections, and is still’ unfinishedin the
earn it’ by heart, but prayat once. Improve person of Rey.'N. Hooper, of Exeter, - not

singingor exhortation, but do not make long
rice erop, that on which’ all rely, must be prayers. in public... The: closet
is the place
far below the average, and in many places for long talks with God, and if you pray

—~

a body without
a head ‘are appropriate
oneunletteved
secrel of comprehended
alness of believers baptism he felt it his | and
his poster. Ifthe
we
anon
.,
|| N¢Te
plain Was
and
= his
duty to be
baptized. - But there was no one
in the vicinity to administer the ordinance. |. 3. WHITHER GOEST THOU? * We are all lost upon others.
Ve;
that ministers
Dr. Shepard, of
Brgntwood, was preaching going-somewhere. We are going in differ- will listen to’ Dr. Hart's short “Lay Ser- |
mon,”
and
profit
by
its
suggéstions.
and baptizing in Stratham, some ten miles: ent directions. We ‘have traveling’ comwesterly,
and he proposed to go there ani panipns, with whom we reciprocate influSAFELY ANCHORED,
A little sloop, with
‘attend to the ordinance. Then finding oth- ence—it may be good; it may be ‘evil.
What should
it be? Why?
We ' travel costly merchandize on board, ‘wis once en
ers in New Castle who wished baptism, “it | without cessation.
e shall arrive at dif- trusted to the care of a-man-of-war, which
was purposed to send for an administrator, ferent ends. What will our end be? Some was to eonvoy it froin the Cape of Good
But soon learning that Wm, Hooper was to are nearer to the-end than others. But not Hope to England. For many days they

if you sometimes feel discouraged because

a great lack of rain, and hence the main

5),

H

you. rest..from. your labors, for a moment, In the Spring
then lilt: your, desires to God in fervent a protracted

crop is confidently expected in the re
‘round about, us, especially to the south the first opportunity in the prayei-meeting,
east, there has been and still continues to be- that ho time may run to waste, ifi prayer,

T
i

|
||
{

2. BE ovr ueap. This was said to Jeph.
in 1755, at Newton.
The first in Maine
flour congregations is not so-much finished
{tha by those who had hated and ‘abused |
was at Kittery, in 1681,—but that lost its
argument or devotional
, as familiar
{ him. It should be our language to Jesus,
of the
gosvisibility,—and fo
was at’ Berwick in | though we have hated and insulted shim. | presentationsof the great truths
The sling and Shutics: wit ofen do
| He offers himselfas such, to be our guide, pel.
1768.
/
L
v
's spear. Luour teacher, our cdptain, our glory. A more execution than the
RANDALL WISHED BAPTISM.
| traveler without guide, an army without ther always aimed ih dhe gi 80 that children
ing convinced of the scriptar- | a commander, a school ‘without “a teacher | and servants could understand him, and
Soon after

7. EVERY ONE IN MIS BUSINESS, Every
Wells, Me. ; afterwards.in. Berwick,and died
one ought to ‘have some kind of business,
in
1832;,
aged
78.
5
i
d
Be
him: wisdom, righteousness, sanctification’
It should be honorable and useful.
Then
and redemption; ** wherefore heé'is able ‘also
RANDALL'S ADMINISTRATOR.
| he should attend. to his business: on Christian
- All should do. business for
to save them to the uttermost that come
We have seen that Rev, Wm. Hooper bap- God. principles.
There are some things with which
unto Godby him, seeing he ever liveth %to. | tized Randall, He was a native of Berwick,
we should have no business,
vmake- intercession.”
Reader,
have , you'| and was the first minister ordained as a Bap: + 8. Desire Nor
THE NIGHT. Why? It is
faith in his blood ?
:
. 8.8. C.
tist in "Maine, He preached in Berwickya a period of darkness, of stumbling, of conpart of the time, and much in Madbury, flagrations, of temptations, of robberies, ‘of
Tewdness, of murders, &c. Desire ‘not. the
N. H. He died in Madbury in 1827, aged night of ignorance, the night of sorrow, nor.
“Then Pray.”
82. It may be¥aid that his familysayas ‘Le- the night of sin. = °
in
i
|
THERE, SHALL BE NO NIGHT THERE.
9.
If you ‘want to sée a revival and the cause svitical,several being ministers. His brother
of Christ built up.in your vieinity, then James was a Baptist minister at Paris, Me., One of the elements of heaven. Specify all
the infelicities of our nights on earth, . as
pray. Pray everywhere, in the closet,around 40 years, and died there in 1843. Rev. Wm, things

the family altar; in the prayer-meeting, with

the same songs, and join in. the same
prayers,’ We do not
the children to.
understand
il! that is said, for puchis
above
their capacity, but there are points which
they can undérstand, and where instruction
should be directed to them,
:
.
Let such an opportunity be improved.
It may
prove ‘‘a word in season,” not to

who areolder. It
|| them only, but to these
members. The first in Massachusetts was | —from danger into safety—from perdition | may break the monotony. of the sermon, and
"4 excite the attention of the listless. Looking
in 1685. The first in“New Hampshire was I'to salvation.
to practical results, we feel that the want of

No thoughtful , pérson cin be altogether prayer.
Dover, of which Eld. Thurston was pastor.
;
:
have led*thé ‘indifferent as to the prospect of that om
If yout love has grown cold, and you feel Elds. Caverno,Cilley and others present will |
‘which the multitude subsists. At all events, inclined to shin the eross of Christ, then ‘recollect him, = He died on the Berwiek side
it would be strange if the living death we pray. Take up your cioss and pray for the of the river, at Great Falls, in 1858. A Son
unmindful ‘of: the-state of the crops; the
more 80 a8, in this country, the people are

of

‘mot- Fis

the | from their connections, form striking

himself | toes, or interesting subjects for reflection.
These frequently occur in "Sabbath school
«Tm { lessons; and by a skillful teacher may be
{ made to render effective service. Take ‘the
The first Raptist church in ‘America was { followingas specimens :
I BE YOUR HEAD ? We all need
formed in Providence,” R. I® in 1639. | /1. SHALL
! a head, that is, a leader, to lead us away
Roger Williams was one of its most active | from error into truth—from sin unto holiness

mode.
So in 1775 he separated
from the church,
:
HE BAPTISTS.

God, purge your consciences of dead works.? ed.

s your friends or among your enemies; while

Moses followed the dietates of hiswown |

judgment,

eth to the

newand living way was opened, and ‘our
glorious High Priest entered into heaven itself, presenting before God his own blood as
or medicine, ‘or €lse intend tobe teachers, the offering for - the remission of’ sin.
and it «is not often that they give up their Through faith this offering ts appropriated
cherished. object for a less inviting profes: by the believer, #nd Christ is ‘made unto

‘ what a cost they have been obtained,
by
; what severe chastisements and bitter disapointments, what hopes desolated, expectations erossed, faith put~to the rack, and pa-

* we too weuld'

by a_close examination of the Bible, beorship ds that when
_ ScrirTURE MOTTOES, ‘A remarkable feat- | Our ideal -of ‘Sab!
po r,
came dissatisfied with some of the doctrines | ure of the Bible is the number of short pas- | old ‘and young, as Well as rich and
f of this.church, and found that believers were sages it contains which, when separated meet together to hear: the same truths, to-

atonement for the holy plgeeybecanse of the
uncleanness of the house of ‘Tstael.” *¢ And
almost all fe
purged by blood; and
knows how near he may be ; hénce the
no doubt, to the unrecorded miraclesand’ without shedding of blood is no remission.” be ordained in Berwick, he with J. Tre- oné
solemnity
of the question, Whither goest
fethren
‘went
to
the
ordination
some
20
discourses of Jesus. ‘Who that believes in This was a“gffigure for the time then presthou? -.
.
3
miles.
Aften‘the
gervices;
baptism
took
|
enti”
but
now
behold
the
great
Antitype,
| 4. Ler vs FLEE. Where are we now?
the divinity of Christ, can doubt for a sinwi
{ What will be the consequence of remaining ?
gle moment that the religions education of * holy, harmless, undefiled, separate from place.
To-whomor to what shall we flee? What
- THE BAPTISM.
the apostles was superior to the full course sinners, made higher than the heavens, a :
will
be the result?
Instances of successful
High
Priest
of
good
things
to
come,
by
a
It
was
Aug.
14;
1776.
Randall
was
27
of instruction in the best theological insti“flight: Noah to He ark ;Zhanalayer to “the
stution in the world? No such privilege | greater and more - perfect tabernacle not years of ‘age, and in the full flush of life and city’. of refuge;
Lot to Zoar; the prodigal
can now be enjoyed. And the immediate made with hands ; neither by the blood of strength. His soul was full of love, and his | son to his father ; the diseased woman and
i
successors of the apoitlés were exhorted to goats ahd cglves, but by his own blood he joy was unspeakable in submitting to this | the penitent thief to Christ.
5. WHAT HAST THOU DONE? What that
heaven
appointed
rite,
Berwick
thén
comentered
once
into
the
holy
place,
having
‘be diligent students, that they might rightwas injurious to man? What that was

men: if he wants them. But the apostles
We sometimes meet. in’ ‘society, meek, were called first and then instructed ; and
quiet, patient,
loving Christians, never Timothy, though acquainted with the Seriptspeaking aught: against others, ‘bearing ures from a child, was instructed by an inwrong, suffering meekly, whose calfn self- spired apostle to give attendance to reading,
poise, steadfast piety and quiet submissive- to study, &ec., even alterhe is supposed to
ness to-the will of their: heavenly Father are have commenced his public fabors. © Most
beautiful to behold. We almost rever- young men who require a liberal education,
chee the symmetry and beauty of their char- have a profession in view,~-either the law,

like spirit for ourselves.

In the type we read: * And the priest
| that is.anointed shall bring of the bullock’s
| blood to the tabernacle of the congregation,
|| and he shall take of the blood, and sprinkle
| it on the mercy seat, and he shall make"an

written, the “world itself could not contain
the books that should be written,” referring,

“i

deter, and covet just such a meek

A”

John, ‘that if all that Jesus did had been

wilderness, that you might have wrought in
you the perfectness for which you weppand

prayed.

world

called

through faith in his blood.” :
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The Invitation Society. .
v

Some years ago a gentl man

residing in

one of our cities was deeply impressed and
;| grieved by seeing multitudes who neglected
public worship ; and he determined to make
. | the effortto induce

some

of the

Sabbdth-

breakers to
ent the houseof God. It
required some little effort at first, but he
overcame his Smidisy.
The Lord's day
evening he went
with his holy pur-

crowded cities, where ihouaknde vainly Joste soa SHMIWIKKLY oTRIBURE fives, in the course

did

pear

effort,to ‘which
Thereis

instruc-

incline him,

set. forth,
Bh

® J

bo
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-

make demands ‘upon their

sluggish vi-

tality, the better it 1s for them, and the
more useful they become. But with active,
nervous, rapid men, whom a little trouble

keels awake
5, the case. ig different.
Such men should guard themselves with

jealous care, and never “make either a use-

ess or wasteful expenditure of their nerve
ower. For this power is a precious
s
t is a talent, one of the very best.
You
may let it loose always in
the delivery of
your sermons, and in conversation with individuals about their souls, and in the work

e way he can
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becomea cultivated man,
though exclud-

*

Multiply and still fncrease ;
»

Shakespeare to open to me the worlds of im-

{ of the: human
agination and the work
heart, and Franklin to enrich me with his
practical wisdom, I shall not, pine for want

all like.

)

BY

under my roof, if Milton
wil cross my
threshhold to sing to me of Paradise, or

dominions

It runs in lives.
of

er of the rude sublime th
than of the delcat
- {and the beautiful. Hence one reason of the
ready ‘and warm recept jon “with which

brows bent low

>

ay lnbtins;

enter: my obscupe dwelling, If the sacred
writers will enter ‘and take ap their abode |!

leaves,

leaves,

Saviour, all the world: around.”

to prove a uring original resemblance in
enius between
two Rations, Which en

. By the candles flickering Blom,
Her wedding gown it was she
wrought,
Hawing the long white seam.
:
=~Jean Ingelow.

vel

tract

the prosperous of my own time will not

gradually, inde ed, been developed from the and all little children commend the’ word
sottish mind, but the fragments of Celtic "of the Lord to ‘the world.” In the tfue

Lg
eee;

abroad, thou.

"+

masses. . More, of the analytic element has

But nev r ddA sang Hke thix;
Sewing her long white seam,
“
And

+

ful people, (inclined to religion, aweé-struck.
by the visible Jiencimens of the universe,
and fond of looking at things in their great

Awake; andIn my dreams.

\
I

“ Fly
Ma

‘Win and th

to their poverty and insulation, both the Hebrews and the Sedtch
have been a thought--

To

‘leaves,

newspaper

Christ, the world’s delifering Lord. ¢

in: the midst of “barren

-Owing partly to their scenery, and partly

ye.

-Bible

leaves,

leaves of balm from thé Tree of Life,
broadcast and wind-wafted for the healing
of the nations. The glad tidings are being
borne to all Joople 3. the good news

“efeh yales alternating
witk gloomy desolation.
ol

’
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with lakes reposing
| mountains,
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zone,

music

rocky scenery, of ravines and of rivers, and

ashore, ny dear,

nye sewing,

every

Many reasons might be assigned for this.
Both countries, amid their diversities of eli
mate, are’ mountain-lands, full of bold,

dy

Sewing her longwhite

-Ivs

"| this fiery exotic of a torrid clime has flour
ished best in the land.of mist and snow.
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oy

stirred,
Na the Tnmdocked aswater
creams
The crags were white
my love by candle-light4
And 1
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handof their enemies; and sometimes he. on foreyer, It runs in speech, ‘in every
. ..| delivered their enemiesynto their handb, . 1 brogye, in every land. = All tribes of people
It is curious haw the religfn of the Jews: ard learning the nameof Jesus. « It echoes
has rooted itself more deeply in Scotland in song from shore.to shore, Jesus— Jesus!
than in any other quarter of the globe; how It runs in leaves, in’ every languflye, imi

‘The Long White Seam.
=

he

'| mountain-top; he ‘delivered them suté¥the il; by lips and leaves, live and’ go on and ter how ‘poor I am. No matter. though
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Using a Victory.

\

ro

A
use
For
ers

Wilitary Teader needsto know how to
a victory as well, as how to gain one,
this knowledge many commandlack
have failed. They had’ bravery, enthu-

_ siasm, skill, persistence ; and’ when the battle was hottest they brought out great re-

solirces; ‘just as

they showed

energy in making the
failed to follow up their

© genius .and

attack.
But they
successes,
When

their men werg ripe for a crushing blow,
and the” ememy was both crippled and
demoralized, they ¢hecked the ardor of purwis, let the fierce energy cool off, gave the

routed

forces

time to recover from . their

distrust and terror,

and

went into camp, or

vallowed the victors to conténd over the
«poilsy or become. satisfied with what had
been accompli
McClellan might hay
gone into

-

Rich diy

day after Antietam,and left only a rémnant
to fly across the Potomac, Early might have
driven the union forces, almost at his pla
ure, down the Shenandoah valley.and
Sheridan’s ride from Winchester of little aecount, if he had not allowed his victorious
troops to stop and plunder.the camp which
they had saptured. ‘But delay, or inactivi‘ty, or a satisfaction with -what had already
fen done, proved asnaré and a disaster.
AN alor gained the victory, but the skill and
promptness

to use

it. were

wanting,

and so

.it "amounted to little. Ihdeed, it may be
‘questioned - whether, on the whole, the Toss
was not greater than_the gain.

.
<

What is true in the military sphere is not

less soin the mora).
We win victories
there which are not properly used, and so
are ‘well-nigh lost or are follow ed by disaster and defeat.

We

re pel a Te,

but we do

not finally master him.
We wrestle down
a passion, and then Teave it to regain its
feet and renew the attack with fresh strength

"and subtlety.

We win

ground, and havi ing

and-promisg,

a higher vintage

won it, becomé com-

placent over what has been done, and, ceas-

ing effort, gradually

slide back te the eld

level, ‘or to one even lower still. We make
- a painful confession of unfaithfulness, and

gain a sense of pardon anda measure of
peace; and then, as if the good result were

reached, run into the ‘old ‘heedless ways and
suffer from the former unrest. We renew
the broken pledges to be true to the great

and.

tears hy

stolen down|

| faces that had grown hard and- critical
and prayers have scemed to bé, winged
anew, aiid songs have sounded as if they had
a soul, and the downcast and, irresolute
church has seemed to be girding itself w ith
strength and accepting its work.
" ‘That is well, is cheering, is full” “of promise. Tt is no small victory that appears in

such facts.

down anc finally mastered.

holders,

Reeent

investigations

| their. influence the heavenly dews distill -on

prove that

Butto rest satisfied. there is per- the charges made against him by Mr. Welsh,

Vicrory !

.

0

pp
pt

| no! disparagement of General Grant. * No
| President since: Washington “has tried to

:

en

rally around him mdte
Mithful assistants,
or dismissed them more summarily when
he discovered the least depdrtare from his |
ray of thinking.

A Word to be Heeded. NJ
Ex-Secretar Vv @ Jox contributes an article to
the Jan. N 0. of the North American Review

on “The Civil Service Reform,"that will net |

fail to get attention.

The position -occu-

‘pied by the writer, the experience which he
has lately had in one of the most important
cabinet offices, the fact that he withdrew

from his official sphere, in part ‘at least, be-

cause of his dissatisfaction with the prevail
ing policy, the interest which is alresdy
awake and growing on this subject, the high
standing of the{periodical in which he has
chosen to discuss;the question, and especiale ability, dignity, ‘thoroughness and
speech; which distingiiish his lengthy
paper,—all these things will help to secure
for him a patient hearing

and

The » President,

then,

is

in

no sense ac:

©

result ‘is: scarcely

wretched defeat.

Fog
:

®

and

the practical

THE

Yi
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We is tame of the \nd¥idull Chote.
qually trae of churches and of those

who .are.net Christians:

‘A church some-

times gets startled with a view of its condition! - Tt has perhaps fallen into a routine

that is almost lifeless,

The regular services

are held, the prayers are offered, the seymons preached,” the Sunday school lessons
taught; but there are the fewest symptoms

How

few

churches

most

liberal

are as. frequently swept off by its ravages

as those who

a thoughtful

study.
Mr. Cox is no passionate declaimer. He
deals with ‘facts and principles in a very
calm way.” He points, out the evils which
began to show themselves at once when,
Gen. Jackson openly entered upon the use
of government patronage for partisan pur:
poses,,beldly avowing his faith in the maxim,~=<¢To the victors belong the spoils.”
Ever ‘since that time, he says the evil influ-

are morally predisposed to

its pernicious effects.
And as likely asmot the worst features of
the malad
appear in the most unex~
pected g
An Indian is given a controlling ‘nfluence in Indian affairs, because
he had already proved his patriotism, and it

was naturally,expected that he would prove
faithfal™ to His race s==he Hetrays Hoth 1H the
most Ficesl manfier:, A manisichosen to
represent
his

he is “acquainted
the

Sh

same , spirit of Tapas,
with the
same fébling of respon
and : recog-

of
blessing to us?
Ww e may have precious
revivals through all our borders, multitudes
gathered in, many ‘new interests built up,

Bm

@ investigation of

onthe basis. of such certificates”

as’

that are no more to be trusted than the
epitaphs in a graveé-yard, the Président and

outskirts of a amall-pox ward.;/
r
Attention has been called quite frequently of late "by the press and otherwise, to

“Saws Filed.”

camlows a loli list of grieyhndds) from the iis: ey and the least honor; that a modern

appointed aspiraiits, and an earnest effort to
impeach and displace the incumbents, —an
effort

that his

no

end and the smallest

amountof konor. ' Tndeed, Mr. Cox says:

paign is a species of black-mailing ; that
= ability, if it has any self-gsteem, shuns

a

guished wien wlio,

stion’ purpose
es

get out

,

A SUGGESTION.
This Is the season when
donations multiply. Very soon. the season: or

will come when

pastorates will be freely

people,—real gifts out of the

cern does not yet get itself settled, —so far
from it, that committees dispute each othér,

and inferences.

jy,

as. well

appreciation and gratitude prompt it so to

do, a testimony to the fidelity;

the ac-

wisdom

usefulnessof its under shepherd.
ting, it is well, it may

and ~

It is fit-

be profitable.

And

ties,” secured an investigation and ‘called
for the. prompt discipline of the offenders.

when there is a good reason for it, we do
not at all object to announcing the donation

attention from a

Matt. 6: 1—4, will not wish a

tte

twas

fast be-

of its gifts of love ; and

coming a scandal. Itis tobe hoped that
the real truth may be brought. Qut, and discipling fall just where

We saw this sign in awkward letters upon
a rude board nailed against alittle old house
{

to thank the donors.

spot.

public,

saying

that he has done bis work well and ‘has-the

-

~— Emaxcieatiok Day,

is supposed

properly on_ the

resolutions sent _out to the

57.
®

made

a-psfor

And a retiring pastor, who finds a series of

the wrong is tolerat-

ed,

the other day, while passing along the street.
The man who did the filing sat inside by the

confidence of the people among whom he has
labored, may naturally ask if so much

The colored peo-

ple at various points celebrated, on the first
of January, the great act of Mr. Linco in

inight not have been taken for granted, and

up a tooth there, filing away those that were

cutting out a' hindrance; here and pointing

giving diberty to the slaves. The day and if it was necesary that such.a certificate be
the decd ‘were fittingly united, and the sent abroad to save him from suspicion.

over-prominent, and giving effectiveness to

words,

-Sueh resolutions, if they come

d

spoken

seem to have been grateful,

deliberate and wise,
tony in Tremont

The meeting in Bos-

Henifis

Thege.were really no indi-

cafions of genius, about him, according; to
the generally accepted meaning of the word,

but he seemedto be performing his ‘chosen
work ‘in’ quite an ecient manner, * Perhaps

exceedingly
dull’ saw, and found that the

dticks fell down about our foet #t'a niost discouraging rate, and at’ the expense of numerous and continuéd aches. So we conclud‘ed that any branch of industry,
and particularly any that facilitates another's labors or
encourages a fellow being in doing his task,
is honorablé; and exalts the life and character in proportion tothe faithfulness with
whieh it is executed. ‘We can not ordinarily burn ‘our wood till it is sawed; horses

'spontaneous-

ly, miay well enough be given 6 the pastor ; if they do not, they are’ 4’ coves’ impeach-

called «it an en-

ment, And so far as our churches get into

thusiastic erowd,
~. Messrs. Falton and
Haven spoke in their
I hftnetorisi way,and

this hibit. of publishing

they

them as & rule,
that very remarkable’ colored woman, known | createa feeling that callsfor

as. Sojontner, Truth, who is equally, distiu- | and

guished

for

eredtes disappointrnent, distrust and
grief If they are withheld. Is it ‘not better,

shrewdness, geod judgment;

wit and piety, stirred
the great audience t6 save in exceptional cAses, to. Jet this praeenfliusiasm. She is laboring to iidtice the tice cease? If: it; continues, . let. the anHoup Guinan

he did hot, appear brilliant, he at least séem- setting apart of portions of the public lands
ed industrious.

be Puiinto the fewest words,
——

for the’ use of the ¢mancipated people, that"

ACKNOWLEDGMENTS,
We. ‘have. re.
liberty. a boon to thémselves
and the coun: oéived from 4 correspondent Eeveral extry. It isa project worthy of a statefman, tracts from Mr. Finney's volume on Masonand the old lady's pluck, character, skill and ry, with the suggestion that they. be pabin the Star; another communication
power promise someting better than a fail lished
bearing
strongly ‘against the institution;
ure,
and setting
forth the writer's views
of the
they. ney learn selfsrelian¢e
and ake their |

~——WOMAN'S SUFFRAGE

uor traffic;
and still - another lies before
us, combatting
the views of + Elfets” on
woman's wages,and endorsing Dr. Holland.

AND, RAFFLING.

The leading advocates of female suffrage

in New England have lately
held a sort of We thank all those
fair and festival in Bostori, under the name

writers
for the interest
Which
they,
take
ia
Siding:
the
Ho Siar
of a Bazar, to raise money. iri aid of their

cause.

It lasteda week, enlisted
a good

deal of talent,

out immense

taste and emterprise, drew

ticles at present.

erowds, secured donations in

abundance and ‘of great value, pitronage
“It is no uncommon
thing for oné who has oi it as soon as possible.
This may ‘slightly “exe
, but
flowed in most freely, and the receipts were
written a high eulogium
upon the character
of a machine. than the service: of a quick
cited
ow ho
0s prae- mustn't go nnshod ; we must have shoes for positively wonderful: These reformers are
and-acquirements of a place-hunter,to write the cases
. soul; Tike the swing of a door upon its
a private notebegging that his formal en- tices of many of otir prominent officers will |our own feet, and 5 on through the list; 80 capable and persistent; and they mean busi.
hinges rather than the outcome of a throbAid for Beneficiaries.
of raf- |
dorseient may not be regarded
of any not bear investigation. At any rate, there that saw-filers and blacksmiths, shoemakers mess and success. But the feature
b
bing heart. Apd being aroused by the sense
is
a
growing
suspicion
attaching
to
the
pro‘fling
for
the
valuable
articles,
which
was
The time for distributing the next term's °
of its deficiency,it takes up the work of con- weight, or to seek a private interview in fession, ‘and’ however disastrous it may and the other craftsmen are as mtich the in- strangely and sadly prominent, was one
straments of God's economy, and deserving
appropr
is Just ot band, and there. is
;
fession with shame and tears, bows its which he will state that the person is’
of him inthe prove both to our reputation and our pros- as much honor in their sphere, as those who which peither their enterprise, their social
head in humiliation, bewails its stupor and the réverse of the picture drawn
perity, the proper persons hesitate to attempt: make books, or frame laws, or preach ser-’ standing, the countenance of cultivated woiiits neglect, and begins to pray with earn-_ testimonial filed.” He adds that the tables of
on. Men of
“wills and mons, Why not?
il
| em, nor, the assumed importance, of oat
m
e
g
a
b
e
r
s
of
Congress
*
are
ed
vith
letters
|
"estness and exhibit ' symptoms of ‘genTitle
principle
buy
votes,
and
men
of weak
pv
ee
sdeking)
object nd the pressing need of funds could
And
then
this
man
with
the
le
bei
46’
Lewiston, Jan. 4, 1871.
“wine Tfe.
"But there it stops. Grateful
>
9) wins but quité as much principle sell them. his work with a kindof grim, determined rénder anything léss “thana mordl offense.
ob
pod
. jn a semse for what has heen wrought obtain place, and ‘rangingtthe’ Wu
A
clique
with
just’
guffigierit
Jhoner
to
sell
ut from? disequiout. * petition
| to
Bnsolent
look which suggested that if it were evena Ina oe hil a pt dow ofits de 3 Tne
in
and for wid by it, there is ae
hasring Words.
and imperative demand,” fc, &oc: These offices, finds a plenty of men with just suf-- “human being which he had in his vise, nuisarice and a source of corruption,
and
tion ‘of vigorous effort, ‘a mutualcol
ficient, honor to accept them. . Emoluments
Congressmen,
are
thus
kept
worried
and
where
gambling
is
ferreted
outby
a
vigilant
|
he would hold” him there, and not spare him
ulation over what has been achieve
Some personal friends, and’ more. friends ;
busy in chasing about: after: places for the are oftener bought than earned, and the. a single corrective until he had thoroughly police and frowned npon by a general public | ‘of the mission
to whom we -can not spare
apparent feeling that the tight ions
eager throng that bids for them is pot exto
pr
¥ the ‘raffling ‘at Music Hall be- time towrite,
fitted him for service. And ‘w e concluded sentiment,
been gained, quiet self-satisfaction take: ‘besiegers instead of attending their
may like to: know how the
actly
the
kind
fromywhich
toiselect
statestoo glaring
to esc ape ‘writer fares, for ‘a failure ‘of health again
that but few men under the sun were acting .comes an inconsistéricy
the place of intenser effort, and the life er work ; while some of them soon learn
a ‘mobler ‘part. ‘than this’ very saw-filer. notice and too demoralizing to get off wil, ere this was prophesied. Thankfully can]
slides back into the old grooves, converfing copy, on ¢. small scale, the “process of | bity
‘““Whatsoever thy hard findeth to do, do out censure,
| say that, évery day since my teturnhome,
the victory into a discouragement
and asad- |. ing support with patronage which they have
‘seen
in
operation
in
the
highest
places.
Out
ran
—
it with thy might.” = He was doing just that.
near the closeof last March,
has been spent
der weakness. Instead of a great and permaidemic’ that ‘is so mpd, changing the
Perhaps he might have just as worthily-fll- LP EWPER ANCE AT THEE CLPria, y ob in laboring for the people in this dark land. ‘nent’ conquest; the caered host lots ite glori- of this system comes the frequent inegm- character of the’ profession ?
ed a higher sphere, but for that present stringent anti-liquor bill has been intrqduc- There is much more joy: too in our work
oud. opportunity slip through its fingers, peténcy in the public service Which makes
hour he was doing the hour's work. And ed into the House of Representatives at’ than formerly, owing to tho’ fact that many
4nd ifs weakness stands newly éonfeséed hes the country suffer, which 80 unduly taxes the
it is just there that all the honor of any work Washington, “which ‘aims to save that city understand far. better. Four years ago,
fore the world Which was beginning to fear faithful and: conséientious servants .of the
Our Privilege:
lies. The teacher who faithfully. keeps her from some of the terrible mischiefs of Hquior- after the teacher had been trying to explain
and tremble. before its awakened strength, public, agsessments for money to Conduct
——
political campaigns, &e.
:
+ It fails to use its ictory.
It is good to see men guided by a sense pupils to their fasks, or the minister who selling. Tt is such a law as Washington the truths of the Bible in a manner as simple as possible to the famine orphans, and
It is not_easy to-correct such an ovila as | of duty,—~doing this because if-is right, re- unhesitatingly speaks to his hearers the nedds, as do many other cities and towns.
Many a man ahd woman has failed in the
g
steadily at her, she
ame way, when| standing face to face with this, for it has rooted itself deeply, it is up- fraining » from that because it is wrong. ‘truth, if it be doné in each case with a de- But the bill has been referred toa commit they had been
asked,
*
Do
you
understand"
the ¢hilllng
held
by
a
vast
horde
of
clamorous
politicians,
sire
to
make
thgth
more
intelligent
as
citiof
out
forever
paséed
probably
80
and
tee,
We
bow
to
any
man,
stern
and
uncomprom"4
the great task andiinterest of life, They have
met; the tempter atisom € point,defied and baf- | no other scheme can be expected to work ising as ‘he may be, who governs his conduct, zens and more useful as Christians, may in- ‘sight... It is doubtful whether we hear from answer was, ‘‘ Nao, we do not understand a
« fled him, They
ave spurned some open perfectly, and a radical change is always by this ripeipie, Ad yet there-is a more deed occupy a wider sphere, but-gither is it. again. So long as the great mass of Con- word,” . The instruttion given seemed to,
ian who gressmen patronize the bar of the hotel and come bounding back like a ball; without
1 do not so very far in advance of
\
bribe.” They. havi
broken dway from some: dreaded and opposed simply because it is excellent way, viz. that of love.
- terrible snare, They have frankly confessed radical, But there is no way that promises this or that,not dindly as a demand of duty sat by the window filing the saw. All hon- saloon, and feel more anxious for their own having produced the slightest echo. Now,
their wrong aand weakness. They have goné a rebl relief except the adoption of some but from love. There are ‘those who rise orable work is God's work, and whoever en- gratification while tarrying at the seat of thank God, at the time of our Soripture lesto the sanctuary long sinee neglected. They such measure as Mr. Jenckes has ‘been. for ahove law, scarcely seem to be aware of its gages in it, is doing God service. It ‘is the Government than for the safety of the citi- sons and hours of “worship, the word pron echo in nearly a hundred believing
have been touched ,with a tenderness that three years pressing upon the attention of claim, + yet fulfill its highest requirements moral purpose and the consecrated heart ‘by zéns and the character of the national me: hduc
they felt to be of God, and have welcomed Congress and the eountry. Senator Schurz from full and free hearts. “I delight to do, which he_meagures the life, and by these tropolis, it is hardly to be.expedted that ‘heartsfgyhich exclaim;* Oh, glorious truths! .
a similar measure, and in- thy will, O my God.” ie
they will enter in good faith upon a task oh, lif§inspiring words !" and my unworthy
it in place of the old stolid indifference or has also proposed
1 will be determine the reward.
Jipeats the .glad * Amen.” If the
+o
“a
the fierce inward quarrel with duty. God's tends to urge’ it. The main principle
that culls fora true self-mas
and moral heart
This is a blessed experience, and essctin] ih, 3
brought
out
by
both
these
men
is
that
which
young
convert
can sing 4‘ Happy day, when
voice is heard, andl they know and confess
But it is pleasantto know that there
to large suceess. Those who really succeed
A Special Favor; ok © knerve.
that it is his; and ure even glad that he still Mr. Cox insists upon as essestial to provide in any department of effort are led by such
are n few men, in both branches of Congress, Jesus took my sins away,” what may not
older Christians
gay ? * Surely goodness
. speaks. They open the long-closed Bible a remedy, He thus states the case:
feelings and motives. ‘But too man
We have made special arrangements with who firmly eschew the cup, practically exalt and mercy have
followed me all the days of What, then, is the remedy?, It “i8 to dp- fessed Christians are in bondage ¥{pro-1‘and read what seems to them divine words,
total
abstinence,
resolutely
protest
against
‘to’law;
They sit in thé civele of prayer, tender and ply to. the civil service, completely . and have not yet risén to estimate and enjoy their the Publisher of the ** CRITICAL GREEK AND tolerating . the liquor traffic, and never in- my life, and I shall dwell jin the house of
EnarisH CONCORDANCE OF THE NEw TEs
thoroughly;
the
plain
|
principles
of
common
boc] having mastered the false shame business - administration; to separate dhe high privilege. Just think of one praying
dulge the selfishness or the hypocrisy that the Lord fofever.”
TAMENT,”
noticed some weeks 'sjnce in our
The young convert hi fast light siovgh
© that, had long shut them away. . They are | public offices, absolutely nd forever,
asks,—‘“Am
1 my brothér's keeper?” Confrom from a sense of duty,—attending church, the literary column, By which we “are enabled
to show him the way to heaven, but as he
d of the tenderness and awe,~almost all favoritism, nepotism, and ‘influence ;3 to prayer-meeting; the Sabbath school, visiting
gress
gets
shockingly
drunk
now,on
whiskey
fo offer it asa premium on such terms as
travels on toward the great Sun of right| of the pain that is felt undef
the ré- declare patronage in all its forms to be (5-4 the ‘afflicted,
“from regard to con- |“will put it within the reachof all our min- i passion ; ‘birt, on the whole, we beliéve
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republican
and
gerous
to
the
state;
to
eousness, ‘he discovers all the prismatic oolis
improving;
and
do
not
despair
of
yet
Sa
of yous gfe.
jscieifce ! Can he be one of Christ’s freemen ? listers, ‘and all the studious 8.8. Teachers.)
beams of hope, soft and gentle °°
ing it sober and trying. to make Wash- ors, Bright
leetion foro
w
One may say, better do so-from such motive among the laity, - Ttis ‘a 16mo. volume of
rays
of
consolation,
strong and wnfading
ington
a
tefaperance
oity,
©
zu of the an agion i equal ¢
than not to do it at all, - Better still to do it 510-pages, and contains more matter than
beams of faith,—in short, more CHristian
>
and . fitness ord the from a heart of love.
cult as what | ¥ tove “his
§
the large and costly ¢ Engli~hman’s Greek
| | graces than there are colors in natural light,
4 fy obtain a position init |
on are public pt
Bléssed “privilege thus to live and thor. Concordance” republished by the Messrs. ~—=<SYMBOLS “OF Urry, P The the atings | will the Christian traveler be enchanted by
When =
lin
wih thorough
ty
epen ence
By devotinga few hours to the held during the bast week, in’ many places, ‘until he beholds the ‘* rainbow round about:
nt,
Secre
or Said David, *“O how I love thy law ; it is my! Harper.
ati
Cob
I
ok uy be- meditation day and night.” The hallowed’ mastery of the Greek ‘alphabet, &c., found were maintain:d
by the - united efforts, of {‘the throtie of Gad." The convert on the
y
It
fire on his lips
le Is iah §.a, Yoluntcers in the volume, the English scholar iis en: churches
is,
enominations. This
various
of
of his ‘espotisal dimly sees the Hiring
er,of hises hepmentvil sery-|
| “Tere bin'I, send Fok
mise abled fo find any’ Greek ‘word in the Now arrangement, becomes ¥nore ‘common every day
ice
a
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o
behavior,
hand
exterided through the:
uds. to;
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Aheir-arms,
until the old foes and forces Steal
guding form- Testament wherever the word oocurs, to] year. It is a pl
symiptom, denoting, his Wwfreak hand, hutbutas he Jomemey-he
tuoiape of ising ws i host grades gion of
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‘heap
‘and trot ers, bénofactors, bho ales ‘sown the, see | of know how 1H {6 tRanslutéd in’ each passa | growth in ‘the right dijection, and giving | ward, he leans where the “**
:
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e.Tou
the bingo his ir and raised ati ibmor- and to’ find’ the origina) Greek word of "promise ofa “healthy and wigntous, Chris,
fyi ‘ond feels that God rd his Hight’

of real life. 'It is more like the movement

’

Complaints are now made against hira for| or publishing the complimentary resolutions
entering charges against others. He is to in the Star. But , as a rule, we question both the need
be put upon tial this week, and all sorts of
ecclesiastical questions are to be raised and and the wisdom of it. These matters bediscussed. . This may stirtap dust ehough long chiefly to the parties concerned. A
to hide the original casé, agd divert public church having. sympathy with the spirit of
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window, diligently rasping a saw plate, setting one tooth this way and another that,

And now at length

heart

a8 the.purse ;—and not less glad when a
church puts on its ¥ocoxd, - just because its

cuser has become the accused.
It was Dt,
Lanahan who ferreted out the ** irregulari-

————

we appreciated
his efforts More because We
the fact that [pdlitien}
life Wilh us is degen- | had lately been trying to operate with an

Heads of Departments are forced te +distrib erating. + The whole system; they say,is
a ‘mere process of
bbing ;
ute fifty thousand offices hefore ‘they are
allowed to do scarcely anything for the gen- that the successtul candidate in Almost every
eral welfare of the country. And then fol- instance is the one who uses the most mon-

both the - effort of .

sought that all his gissiples might be one.

and the members of .the same committee
and the eause of Christ Among us every- .quarrel among themselves over botlf facts

very act of allowing himselfto receive its a serviceable saw ‘from one that Had lain
suffrage ought to he sufficient gnaranty of a rusty and useless for years.
genuine “ptirpose ;—he sells His vote to 1obWe had often ‘heard the trade spoken
place on the ground of having earned both | byists, and in his whole term of office fitter slightingly of, —** ingenious as a ssw-filer”,
the wishes of "his constituents. had become a common: phrase,—and
by partisan’ service, The accession of a ly i
for that
|
A ian of reason the screeching of the file drew ouf atnew President is the. signal. for a, fresh And _so it goes, wiitil not even
swarm of office seekers,embracing ten times Gen. Howard's: reputation and ‘character tention. But the man looked honest, and if
escape a

thas
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sueh, as were , OVer-wom j—rasping, and
a Fs) hammering, and cutting, and filing; making

his acts,—on the safe theory, doubtless,

nize alike the fact

ourselves and the aid of others are needed
to secure progress. It is a"
answer
to and in
of His prayer who be-

dissolved and changes. take place in the
the churches are greatly prospered {
but few of theni as they” might be, A new TRIAL OF DR. LANAHAN, ' That case of fields of labor. We are always glad when
year is before us; shall it not be a year alleged frauds'i in the Methodist
Con- a pastor is remembered by- gifts from his

ence has been growing wider and more active, until. there is, scareely .a backwoods
hamlet but has its hunters for ‘ower and

can
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Churchman ‘and Independent, pray in the

premium ‘which

we have yet offered, and we look for many
and speedy responses. Of the large value

live agreeably to their

where strengthened. ‘What an openings
countable for these’ numerous displays of |’
presented us in various parts of the heathen
bad faith. They are merely the symptoms
world; also in every section of ‘our own
of ‘a contagious epidemic that infects the land.” How
much may the influence of our
atmosphere of polities. . Tts victims have colleges and
seminaries be augmented by
multiplied rapidly within the last ten years,
timely offerings from cheerful givers, Time
and the cases where the moral nature is ig short, our privileges and opportuni
ties on.
vigorous enough Lo resist its corrupting in- earth
will soon be past; therefore let us
fluences, seemx to grow fewer every year.
make the most of them while they are in oyr
Those who by a long term of constant and
hands.—J. J.B
.
faithful service had awakgned some degree
aati
of confidence, like Col. Parker for instance,
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"The-victories are unused,

raised five thousand - dollars for missions. | choicest and

ich privilege !
beginning, not the end. . The position reach- were 1peiitioned in the Star of:
, 21,
We have thought of this in religion to our of the work in question, to. students of the
ed must be thought of as the point from were well founded. He has made a “Huha- denomination; Tt had a
worthy origin, It New Téstament, there. eR But one opinwhich to make a new advance.
A self-com- some thing" of it, as they. say, and henve. Sprang from
love to souls, fo spiritual reli- jon among those qualified to judge, and the
placent inaction now will cheat them of ‘the forth will probably enjoy the full benefits |! gion, . to. a free and full salvation,
to the liberality of our offer speaks for itself. We
gains they seem to have won. A faithful of his lutky operations in stocks,—that is rights of man. We have labored
under shall tryto fill the orders promptly, no matuse of the victory willledd them to a great to say, in cattle ‘and sheep, But alas for many
difficulties ‘and embarrassments ; yet ter how fast they come, Leet us. hear from
and abiding triumph; a failure to use it the scarcity of political honesty under God
has opened our way before us, and giv= our friendsat once.
{1h
’
will turn success into disaster, and bring the Grant. It is nearly as “great asthe rarity en us
the opportunity of doing much for him.
iii
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shgme and the weakiess of a defeat that of Christian charity und®r the sun. HowDo we adequately consider our privilege?
Current. “Topics: aa
need not have been suffered. Use THE evgr, that is merely incidental, and means Many
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of

‘as many applicants as theregre places, and
each is armed with a certificate whieh he
Mastex; but having done that; and canght
bas’ é¢oaxed or exacted or bought from
the word of approval, we fall into silence as
those whom he has politically served, or
thongh there was need of mo
, and
he promises to serve hg
. An
the wunperformed Work ‘dies odt of ‘mind. whom
i

tylisan earnest, consecrated church. Through

and it will -be - uniformly sold at. that price vooal amen from dll the ‘reverent and aspirto purchasers, here as elsewhere, with the ing company ; each word of honest hi
| all “the surrounding commuuity, and shiow- usual discounts.
But in accordance with’ sion is responded to ‘with a sigh from all ers of gmoe fertilize: and enrich. There | ‘the special ‘arrangement referred to, we will who have known the" ‘burden of conscio
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are churches whose benign influence is ever | | send’it
The Epidemic ‘in Politics.
As a remfiom, post-paid, ‘to any. per- ingratitude and sin; the language of hope, .
.
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WE,
going forth in “all directions,—enlarging, son who! whl forward iis threo new sub- and purpose, and love, spoken hy one
Colonel Parker has joined the great army “increasing, bestowing, bléssing the world. seribers to the Star,. with the year's pay- voicd,is interpreted and echoed at onceby
a
of fraudulent contractors andswindling office A church in New York a few days since, | ment in advance, viz., $7.50. It, is the hundred hearts, “Calvinist and. Arminian;
time that it was grappled with, wrestled

ilous. © What has been done needs to be the the Indian peace commissioner, and y

Fair Oaks, or at

the end of that at Malvern Hill. He might
‘have shattered the confederate army on the

rd

pdichance by de - 1 "In brief, the principle to be adopted is, ad- tal iarvest for the Lord. "How. did. White- which each English worl a a iruiingion, tin 1life among the
iipoiplen of he one.
mission to the civil, service only ypon the field, Colby, Marks, and others of sacred and so have the means of judging respect~ common Master,
In
such
= services the es-of a competitive examination open’
The Week of Prayer is just ended, ‘Tt has ‘results
to all, and dismission only upon ascertained’. memory with ug, love to blow the trumpet ing the accuracy of any instance of transla- sential unity of believers shows itself, * The °
‘of sthe gospel, tnd -invite sinners to the tion “with something of thé intelligence thought that stirs one heart stirs
becpan
Season of special interest and prom- ‘failure of capacity or character,
a
all;
‘ise Jo many churches and Souls. The |. We hope this subject may not'be “allowed Saviour, . There are still i goodly number possessed by the Greek scholar.
All the the leaf out of the ‘experience of one Chris
besirts of pastors and their faithful helpers to rest. It shouldbe urged upen the pub- who love ‘the work as Well, Bui the num. latest résults of Biblical Criticism are em- tian tells a story “that his its’
record inhave ‘been, cheered and made hopeful, as lic attention, and pressed upon Congress "at ber is too smal:
" bodied heré ina volume at onc 0 beatiful : every “disciple’s Apner life; the Braye in vacant seats have been filled again, and lips’ once, Delay only aggravates the evil and inChurches do not enough = anlide their’ igh “and conv enient.
‘which one ‘devout and earnest soul
long silent have opened: in
fession and plea creases the difficulty of removing it. Itis |Asprivilege. What a power in any commuiriThe regular price “of this work is $2. 50, gles toward God draws.after it a silent or a
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Free Baptist church in Ohio, formed by Revs, E.

Stedman snd J. J. Green, i the year 1810,
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of the Meigs Quarter
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ly Meeting and
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For the Sabbath School.
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Building Stones.

the taste,
The tinted
fiepms ossenty and Es
binding. and e:Eigeciiny
likeness printed
from a steel plate just engaaved by a
Boston artist, are all worthy of Sommsndation, and
will almost compel praise. —Rev. GeorgeT'. Day.
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HAVE
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DYSPEPSIA,
‘Headache, Dizziness, Costivéness, Pilés; Oppression
or BilL
after eating Sour Rising, or any Indigestion
§ after using DR.
liousness, 11h you do not tha
HARRISON'S PERISTALTIC LOZENGES, we will
forfeit the price of the box. Also, warranted to cure
every kind of PLES. For sale at No. 1, Tremont
Temple, Boston, by BE. A HARRISON & €O,, Propridna bo all Droggiste. Walled for 60 cents,

Hours ofot Cristian Devotion, Tholuck,
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MYRTLE.

This semi-mopthly, published By the Frée-

will Biptist Printing Establishment, for the

use of Sunday School scholars, was entarged
‘and much improved about the firstof April,

1869. It is printed on paper of a very superior qualify, and its mechanical excellence is

nas aroved dHitselt to be the most perfect preparation
for the Hair ever offered to the public to

equal to that of any other paper of its class.
All communications intended far publica~

Restore Gray Hair to its Original Color,
and/create a new growth wher it has fallen. off from
ease or natural decay.
It will prevent the Hair from falling oud.
All who use it are unanimous in awarding it the
. +
praise of being the best Hair Dressing extant.
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"Two songs §O.Up together from the 5

dl 2,

One ce full choral swell-of joy and gladness,
"The other is a strain unknown to mirth, The low; sad wail of mortal grief and sadness.

{

i

then, that Mansy }is

"Turn whére we may—in lands afar or near,

ous and good.

’

. _Congrégationalist.

Why s here I have been

mr

talk-| 8& shod of blotting-paper or a ‘sponge, suck |

Mother's

| ing all this time !” and out rippled the little ing in everything to itself; it is an ‘outs
“Oh, yes. Samantha fs At name ; but she bird-laugh again. It was delicious.
springing fountain, giving - from Atself.
always goes by the other.: She's fifteen years
‘ What are you going to do with Four Love's motto has been drdpped in this world
old, but very small; we're not a tall Ryobi, girls PT asked.
as a chance gem of great price by the lovewe Browns.”
=~
“4 One of them has been ‘studying music liest, the fairest, the purest, the strongest
Jukt ther Mansy caro |in, smiling, like her for five years,” and she pointed to a guitar- of Lovers that ever trod this nfortal earth,
mother.
I kiiew she’ would. She had ‘the case. ** She has'seven pupils herself, which and of whom it is recordecathat he said, ‘It
good, honest, open kind of face that wins brings her seventy dollars a quarter. With is far more blessed to glve tthan to receive. »
quicker than beauty, and generally keeps that she clothes herself, afd gives we a Now, in love, there are ten receivers to one

Silent and lone, silent and lone!
Where, tell me where.are my little ones gone,
their innocent mirth and boisterous glee ;
littered the carpets and misplaced the chairs,
scattered their playthings all unawares;
called for their suppers with eager delight,
while they ‘were, getting, ran in and out;
kept all the apples and nuts from spoiling,

And ngyer saved jackets and pants from soiling ;
Had ever a want

and ever a will,

* That added a care to my heart, until
-

1 sometimes sighqg for the time to come,

=

‘When they’d all be big and go out from home !

oy

Silent and lone, silent and lone!
‘Where, tell me where aré my little ones gone?
There’s no little garmetits to be hung on the rack;

13

No Tittle tales to tell, no nuts to crack;

‘No little trundle-bed brim full of rolic,
Calling
for mother to settle
the frolic;
No little soft lips to press me

with kisses, —

Oh, such a sad lonely evening as this is!
No littlé voices to shout with delight,
© “Good night, dear mother, good night, good

°

night”

~~

- Silent and lone, silent and lone!

living,

dear

wonderful capacity.

That used to be.playing about my knee,
‘With
‘Who
And
‘Who
And
Who

. what it wins,

husband is

Thoug hts.

:

‘Where, tell me where are my little ones gone?
It seemeth but yesterday
since they were young,
Now they are all scattered the world’s paths
among)
Out in life’s thoroughfare, all of them moiling,—

man;

but,

bless

Five children to rear,

a husband to support and care for—tenderly,
as I knew she did it—and a_ shop
to - look
after from morning till night.
ow, did she
‘manage ?
°
I suppose my eyes - asked

the question;

for she immediately said :
“ Ithas been hard, uphill work sometimes ; but, now we are established here, we

considered wealthy fill he died.

It Was, as usual, an argument

with

To lift up her soul and her spirits to chéer; g
And though dear Spumpution and children are
© 1 gone,
She’ll Kitow it 5 best, tho’ she’s silent and lone;
Thy will 0 Father, and noi mine be done.

1o

Sui

Circle.
OE
a. Ws.
2

=

tem yearswe did very

well;

but sickness

came. Rheumatic
fever left my poor husband almost helpless. The bills were large
I went round

Death

She ommandeth

her

husband,

ought not to spend all the balance in eating,
sleeping, and amusements which please but:
do riot profit, Since my majority 1 have
saved and bought me a little homestead,
—a

‘in iy

little cottage,—not

|5

e of his anger, but stays till it be
upon

when

they

are hot.

~ Her clothes are rather comely than costly,
ad she. makes plain cloth to be velvet
by her handsome wearing it.

Her

husband's secrets she will not die

vilge. Especially.
cea) his infirmities.

she

In her husband's

is. careful to’ con-

absence

soon - be-

she is wife and

of shelves, labeled in this way:

among

*¢ Never will L let a child grow “up .as 1

did. 1 remembered then how a friend of, my
mother’s, a progressive woman, had begged
1

showed

an

unusual

‘Death

time wheh she herself would. come down

to the stern reality of working for enough
to keep soul and body together.
‘‘ There was no other way. , With deep
sorrow, I put my boy out for scanty wages,

always had the use

of

his hands

brains, and is a good seholarhimself.

and. his

Then

1 bethought me of a plan, and mother enter-

sir, I have a valuable
little library, to

me, out-of these savings.

made

head of his class, studied law, became Governor of the State of New York, entered

the Cabinet
of the President of the United
States, and has made a record for himself
that will not soon die; being none other

than Williammg

“ they. are binging

drunken
He

So
+

STREN

If I were
to choose among

a

. f

have ?*
:

she

says,

“Tll'have your cheerfulness, if you will
sell it to me—some of it, at least.”

...

all gifts and

father aimed a qualities that which, on’ the ‘whole, makes

killed the mother

in the street.”

;

| They use no argument, no bribery. They
‘have a hearty appetite for gifts, no doubt,

somé people
“Hush! said the Grave; ‘“now Ih
with fine laces and a wail of angui
will not be sile
thatsh
| but it is not for these they love the ‘giver.
nice clothes to do up; so, you see, in vulgar
“Yes, it is the widow's cry.
Take the wealth of the world and lavish it

willing. to entrust me

parlance, I took in washing. "Aftér that wes only son of his mother. He spu
her
She shook her head...
m always had just enough to pay our bills love, reviled her warning, and a bloated
“You'll have toggetitin the sunshine, where when Saturday night came round. My lit- corpse he comes to thee. And thus they
1 do,” she said, with'a merry little laugh.
{ tle girls—I have thrge—were all trainedto come—further
than the eyes can-reach, the
Failing that bargain, 1 turned my attention do the housework ; and mother and I attend- | processionfgrowds to thy dark abodes. And
* to thread and neédles, and those little mat- ed to George and ttopped the doctor, pre- still lured by the enchanting cup which I
ters for which most women have a fancy and ferring to depend fipon good nursing "and have mingled, the sons of men crowd the
a‘use.
nourishment.
/
paths of dissipation. Vainly they dream
* Things must go well with you,” I said,
* Our plan ‘worked very well, though we, of escape, but I shut behind them the invis~ as 1 paid her.. And even the money slipped only earned the necessaries of life. I ‘plac- ible door ofdestiny. They know it not,
out of ny band into hers with cheerful aldc- ed my girls in a school that was started and with song and dance and riot, they |

.

“Well,

yes,

they go

patter than

thie

“used,” she replied.” “I have seen very hard
times all my life long, till now ; and to-morrow T'am forty.”

“You have no family, 1 suppose.

;

A

‘agdin, a

and newspapers.

would ofterd
Most

women at your time of life ‘show Secided

sighsof
age.”
i
nied

evenings, agd my boys too. George

‘Ovrp of a laugh,

sounded natural from such a Bute.

" ‘ing,’
ipypherrims Tittle creature.

; “Aso that, I think I do show ny’ age, %
¢ nde. “IT do n't, my children

found

that he could “ie now and then; and he
managed in that way to pay for some books
So, while T worked,

he

ved. « Wehad to give up meat,

and a good many th ngs, éxcept for Gegrge ;
but 1 can’t Say ‘we suffered. The children
thrived on their mush and potatoes, and did
their work cheerfully. By and by we commenced selling a few newspapers—or Willie,

my eldest boy, did; and then wé got'a little
I eotton, a few needles, and you can’t

‘think

How we prospered. I laid by a small’ sum
I have ‘of money one month, when pay was more
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species of literature
that appeals strongly
to the
imagination of the young, and leaves them to

wander in that strange. border land which divides
the purely human from the supernatural.
These ‘stories have
to recommend
them that may snywhere
be urged in behalfof
Suche patie of Sutereaiament;
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full of vivid pen-pictures

and all sorts of Incidents that jig
jase ular.
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It is no ordinary narrative$-under
the dignified
name of History,
that Mr. Washburn
has here

Mrs. Whitney’s pen is always wielded to some
art’ and soul into
purpose. She puts character,
whatever
she does, and few can read her books
to clearer thought kinder
given us, and which the publishers have
put into without being stirred
these two bulky oetavos. ' We have, instead,
the | feeling and Detter purposes. This story, rereal history of -a country, of which we have here- printed from the serial that has been running
during the past
‘tore
had only a very general and often a very throtigh- “ Qur Young Folks”
and richly
vague idea, spread out with sufficient detail and year, is worthy of her head and heart,
personal
ing
‘to’ render the interest ther- deserves this more permanent shape. That is
:
and in- - commendation enough.
RA...
cident subordinate to the great design. BeginAmerica

by

century,

and

‘Government,

Sebastian Cabot

in the sixteenth

tracing the work

the

operations.

of the

of

Spanish

adventurers

in polities and missionaries of religion through

the centuries that fellowed, the author has thrown

with counterfeited affection; T will win all
the children’s hearts away from you by
‘empty-handed love. The
gorgeous toys
will dazzle them for an hour; then their

repulsive and the
attractive features, the shameless viees and the
ignorant simplicity, the omens of good and the

prophecies of evil for the future, which the
country exhibits, all find a faithful portraiture.

Not the least interesting and suggestive partof|
the narrative is that which relates to the author's
experience in his capacity as diplomatie, repre-

. Messrs, Lee & Shepard, Boston, whose work
jir the line of juvenile literature is so large as to

be the constant envy of their competitors md the
surprise
of thé public, send us: the first ipstallment,
in the form of three pledsant volumes;of
THE KATHIE STORIES,
which are to constitute a

»

Sis.

ng LADY’S FRIEND,

.

a monthly

magazine

of

Literature and Fashion, published by Deacon and
Peterson, Phila.,at $2.80 per year, opens the new
volume finely. It has two choice steel-plate en-

gravings, a beautiful colored fashion plate, &e.,
and its articles are Pleasant and Wholesome,

*

sat,

ZELL'S POPULAR ENCYCLOPEDIA, of which
we haye often taken occasion to speak, is apence, it must be confessed, was not calculated to |. proaching the end, and may soon stand complete
instincts will revert to their natnral friends. give him a very exalted opinion of the good faith upon the fibrary shelves, The last installment
To love children is to love childhood, in- of the Paraguayan authorities, or assure him of received nearly completes the articles under the
letter 8, and the publishers assure us that the fistinctively, at whatever distahce, the first the speedy estbblishment of a model republic.
‘nal impressions are to bé immediately taken.
impulse being one of attraction, though it "The volumes deserve a place among. the
the parties who have: done the. work and
may be ‘checked by later discoveries. Un- manent ‘historic litérature of the country, - hind: Both
they will not fi of securing it. Mr. Washbiirn they who are to reap the benefits of it may well
less your heart commands at least as long a writes in a” pleasant, easy, picturesque and un» congratulate themselves on the results of 80 derange as your eye, it is not wo
much, ambitious style, and out of such an ample knowl- sirable and worthy an undertaking, Horace
Then I throw The dearest saint in my calendar hover edge ns a long residence, a protracted and in- King, Thompsonville, Conn.
O'Grave!
hasten to’ thee,
my fatal' spell upon the new throngs of entered a railway car that she did. not. lgok structive diplomatic experience, and a careful
study of the ancient records and the modern peoyouth, and soon. they, too, willbe with thee.” ” round for a baby, which, when

sentative of the United States; and that experi-

discovered,
rs |
must alwaysbe worl at once to her arms. ple united to give him. And the publishehave
puthis narrative into a -brace of books which,|
|
If it'was dirty, she would have been glad to for solidity, richness and beauty, represent the
Love and its’ Counter.
bathe it; if ill, to heal it; it would not have most advanced and best results of this branch of music, lately issued, which may be commended
tl Oe
sedmed to her anything worthy the name of tlie mechanical art. Maps apd. illustrations are ‘to all who enjoy pleasant melodies brought put
| Loving to be admired by a man, loving
by the voice, or reap luxuries from the harmolove, to seek only those ‘who were Whoje- furnished in sufficient Qui and variety to nies supplied hy the piano. The Heleg, are as folto be petted by him, and loving to be ca- some and clean,
vivify
the
text
‘and
greatly
deepen
the
impreswel
lows:
sion... For such a work as. this the publishers
ressed by him, loving to be praised by him,
Kiss’
THE Letie ONES "AT Found Son bla
“When T think of the sélf-devotion which pring
laid the poe under a luge debt ofLoar Bl Chorus.
is not loving a man. All these may be when the human heart’ can contain—of ‘those
- Peetry by Geo. Cooper. Mu
tue
+ W.F. Wellman, Jr.
a woman has no power of orf. saintly souls that aro in love with, sorrow,
BosTON DIP WavLTZiS. By J. 8. Knight,
they may all be simply because she loves
and that yearn to shelter. all weakness and
Piano. - By 3 T.
;
MORNINGdx
ia
XERCISES : Belocto
tod | SENBCA SCHOTTISCHE, for
herself, and loves to Be flattered, praised, all grief,
Barnes.
:
J
hd
it
insp
an
-tmspeaka
Coli:
ble
ires
from
the
lished
a
sabi
od
d
writ
”
caressd, coaxed, as a cat, likes to be coaxed
of Rev,
HenryWi
tedby
Ly- AGNES: Posi; oF Piano, ay Ed. von tte,
dence that thére must
also be an instinct of
and stroked, and fed ‘with cream, and: have | parentag® beyond this human’ face, ‘a heart - man Abbott, f yar beifp Jou ih Nazareth,”
7 ——
y

ally my boy of twenty.
0, ma'am,”
| than commonly good, 4nd invested it in
fi + How I should like to “have a talk with little
and that's the way. our sho
ete. New York: Harper & /Brothers, 1871,
youl» Taaid; ‘heartily. For under lips and |
——
ES ad
"a warm corner,
octavo, pp. 660,
eyes, and fn thie flitting sadness that crdesed : « Af Will was Sarton, L sont Bim to| But all this is not love, It may. exist, to | of hearts, cor cordium.” AS we all crave | LIGHT
AT EVENING True; A hook of support
|
to. protect, so we. long to feel
er. facq for one brief second, : 1 faw the
and comfort for: the’

Fo

narrative and the abundant illustrations will hdd

much to the attractions of the volume.

life pleasantest, I should select the love of
series 1 ‘six volumes,by AmandaM. Douglas,
children. No circumstance can render this
then dashed.
and her
— ».an
d
=a
lady who long since ceased to be a stranger
ns world wholly a solitude’ to one who has
life.”
his own
| thatliad been lying in shadow.
in this‘ field of literature. ‘We have here, Kathie’
" “And who,” said the Grave,
interesting”
part
of
this
history
is
that
which
combs this possession, It js _freemasonry. Wher
Three Wishes, Kathie’s Aunt Ruth, and Kathie’
next, followed “by a train | of weeping chil- ever one goes, there are-the little breth- deals’ with events comparatively’
Summer at Cedarwood. a
dren?”
interesting and wholesome.
ren and Sisters of the mystic tie. No
This is a broken-hearted woman, who has- diversity ‘of races or tongue makes such
long pined away in want, while her hus- differences. A smile speaks the . universal test is for the first time unfolded in its ‘fall proTHE SMALL FRUIT RECORDER & COTTAGE
|‘band has wasted his substance af the tav- language, “If I value myselfon anything,” portions and its true character. The misrule GARDENER, for
monthly
by A: M.
ern. And he, too, is borne behind, Jilled said the lonely Hawthorne, “it is on having which Paraguay has suffered makes a sad picture, Purdy, Palmyra, N. Y., has been sent Gs, neatly bound
in paper. It is really s good thing in
:
by the hand of violence.”
a smile that children love.” They are such and the. character borne by the rulers generally its
way, a large quarto in form, will have 24 pp.
is
one
that
shows
dafk
side
of
the
human
nature,
-“ And who next ?”
| prompt little beings, too; they require so Francia and Lopez are sét before us as mon- per number, and be furnished af $1,00 per year.
“A Young man of generous: impulses, little prelude ; hearts
are won in two min- sters, and the.deep shading and hideous moral 14 ia ory Weloome ty our talié,
¢2
out tobe frozen

* I'went round, and found

sued; full of adventure, and yet keeping clear of

extravagance ; stirring the pulses of every susceptible reader till they leap with an almost feverish fierceness, and yet supplying all the while
#0 much rare, curious and well-classified information that it will serve many. of the highest
ends of a scientific treatise. The style of the

rn
donne wi tho svtabs ot
-| the present war in Europe, in the best style of an

. Abright little shop, a blithe little woman, ed into its execution Heartily; not but that
who, step by step, became dissipated, utes, at that frank period, and so long as you distortions seem to be anything but vic, of
whose glad smile is enough to opel the Heart she shed tears in plenty over what she. then and squandered
his all. My agent turned are true to them they will be true to you. the imagination. The country, the people, the
of any customer.
thought our fallen condition.
general and the special life, the
| him

“ And what'll you
briskly.

Fi seventeen
paddle,
Yor!
arper ‘8 Brothe
hers.

1571, 12mo. pp.

Faber,

ning with the discovery of that part of South

Children.
i

————

Witerany Review.

:

his way, to college, graduated at the

And it will keep.

My boys will get it after 1 am dead.

dollars to

dated himself to the situation; left home,

4
said

Now,

the astonished young man. . He accommo-

and the mournful procession to advance.
“Who are they bringing now?” said

aptitude for that kind of work; and my household. The:
mother repelled the idea with scorn. Living blow at his wife.
then in luxury, little did she foresee the

same of theaters and Sunday riding.

i

“Very well, my son, it was all I could
give you; you can't stay here; you must
now pay your own way in the world,”
A new light brokein upon the vision
of

her fo'let me learn dressmaking, when 1 the Grave.
wasa girl, becaiise

without a dollar, and with several
habits. About the close
of the vaca-

“ Well, William, are you going to college

And now the church bells began to toll;

““ Ah, ”»

The

tion, the Judge said:

my

ar
tna

ete. With One
. trations.
New.

X

Liquor,

same calculation about cigars and tobacco,
and had a shelf for them. Since decent
cigars rose in price,
that shelf
has had a
larger proportion of books than the other.

The son returned
at the end of the freshman

father.”

ngshie

oa A Tousq

drinker for his liquor, and decided to lay out ome of these mbst attractive and ‘stimulating faithat sum in books every year. I made the ry stories rewarded
their good behavior. It is»

sJudge S. gave his son a thousand
dollars,

“ It’s all gone,

Lucien
eh

for My uilTobacco, Theaters, Livery Stables. You PUSS-Os Mew: nd other sore tor
Seen.of
Ay
1871. 12mo.
onsen,
pp.
M.
laugh, sir; but twenty years ago, knowing
The children of this father with the
that 1 must be dependent for a home
and
name must have felt themselves
higheducation upon my skill as a mechanic, I nounceable
ly favored, and have looked forward,
all through
made an estimate of what it cost a moderate the day, to the half-hour before bed-time, when

telling -him to go’ to college and graduate.

v

or richly fur

library,”—for that seéins so grand
Aithg
you kndésv,—but I call it my *“spuggery.”
In it I have two or three hundred volumes
of books, which it has taken me years to
gather.” I have kept trash off the shelves
for my children’s sake, as well as my own.
But there is one part of my little snuggery
I take pride-in. €f you will come and see
me I will showit to you. I have one row

Paddle Your Own Canoe.

year
ugly

gaudily

ADVENTURES

=

nished, but it is 2 home to me; it is all paid Af this volume does Dot stir the, enthusiasm of
for; my
wife conducts her house upon the boys and girls ‘who follow the career of thi
in his excursions through ‘the
a system which always keeps the outgoes young naturalist
within the limit of the incomes ; the children chaparral and forests of Mexico, and make them
become interested in the ‘various departmental .
are always respectably dressed, because she ‘Niitural History which they are set to study .as_
attends to the family purse, and the happiest they go on with the narrative,it must
be because +
e have supplace on earth to me is my home. I have they are far less easily kindled
one little room in ney‘ottage which my-ife posed them+4o be. Itis one of phe most intensely interesting books of its kin
has been is-

‘ater: Surely men, contrary to iron,

are worst to be “wrought

:. Have no money, father."
“But I gave You athousnd
’| graduate on.”

Gave. ;

with, which he sets forth the great truths of re:
ligion and the facts atid philoso,
“of Christian

of every

a

.

and thee

thought in the

Few men equal Mr.
B, in the freshness’
force, beauty, tenderness, adaptation and skilf’

he was éating his dinner, a cotres-

I'll stand to that !— this year?”
~

poetry
in keeping with the |

with a meochimic in the ‘extract.

be. expecially welcome to /
"Why, sir, what hinders “ninety-nine ‘out goodly volume
that, will- not fai) to /
hundred of out laboring classes multitudes of devout a
be quickened and cheered by th
thought //
from increasing ip substantisl intelligence, ; and the fitly spoken: words w striking
h, crowd these

are ten persons in this world -

“Thé Good Wife.

one

ar

pended to the extracts-a fow lines or stanzas of .

from the manly but modest veteran of the ‘experience, Even
they who aré most afraid of
tin pail brigade this revelation of personal. is doghhatic theology
are often among the. first
experience, which mayhave its hint for somé to confess the Wh
eas. And the power
of
and vital truths: This
bis exhibitionsof
of his comrades:
it
*

deputy husband, which makes double the
files of hér diligence. At his return he finds
«. * Could you have done that, Mr. Harris ?. all things so well, that he wonders to. see
Could you haye nursed a bedridden wife, himself at home when he was abroad.
taken care of and educated five growing
Her children, though’ many in number,
children, and earned nearly every mouthful are none in noise, steering them with a
of bredad-and-butter and everything elsc that look whither she listeth.
they ate, kept store, kept house, ni kept
The heaviest ‘work of her servants * dhe
hfe in une poor, worn out body
maketh light, by orderly and seasonably
“ No, I do ir't think I could,” he mn the enjoining it.
.|
grace to acknowledge. °
In her husband's sickdess she feels more

that time. We moved intoa small house, man—only more 0.
and took my mother with us. Forthe first Independent.

“||

fa Mr, Abbott ms Bequently. ap-”

rs knowledge of all many pages. Few if any works of similar char:
O my dear ladies, is a nebler attainment a practical po
subjects
knotyn,
written
or lectured about ? | digter and afm equal it in hssured popularity arid
than afl your French and music and‘dane- |.
value. - It will not be surprising
if it finds a piace
ing. You may lose the yery power of it hy For instance, why shofjld not a large probeside Keble’s Christian Year, as by many ib wi
portion
of
the
half
hun
mechanics
emgmothering ‘it. under axload of early selfbe set far above that very admirable com
indulgence, By living-just as you are afl ployed ‘in this- shop know all the histories
e other yolume mentioned, meant
ly Ly
of
Prussia
iand
France,
and
be
conversant
wanting to live—living to be petfed, to be
sarve the aged, is compiled with an pprociathat are very
noticeable.
flattered, to be admired, to We praised, to with the geography of the country where bed nd good Judgment
The
ho
of
authors
drawn
on
is
pretty
large,
and
this
great
war
is
raging,
so
as
to
correct
have your own way, and to do only that
words are worthy of the place which they
which is easy and agreeable—you may lose ‘the blunders which you.editors eften make? their
here phtain, whether new or long (emiliar,—
the power of self-denial and self-sacrifice ; And in sgience and the arts, what hinders “whether in the form of poetry or prose, The toned @
you may lose the power of loving nobly and the mechanic from being whooked up” in’ paper and thé elear, fall-faced
type ‘Will be piizNothing, sir, but him- ed by those on whose eyes the dimness of age is
worthily, and become a mere sheet of blot: ‘everything ‘going?
gelf. “Books ‘are ‘cheap, newspapers are beginning fo fall, and faith will find /iteelf nowly
ting paper all your life. — Mrs. Stowe.
cheap, courses of lectures are cheap. If he “assured as these thoughts are welcomed and ponfabors ten hours out of the twenty-four, he dered.

He was ‘Indeed, I think 1 have proved, more so,

keeping him up in his lessons at night myself, tillmy husband became. able to guy
+ | himself in that
way ; for, thank God, h
3,

Worked Like gry

shop,

who like fo be loved and love love, where

of his friends at the table, °
Ifelt my.eyes flash fire,
It seemed as if the story of ‘my. visit, that
afternoon just rained from my lips; nd
then I turned to him with the question :

“1 ath hungry,” said the Grave. “Give
friends,
and
procured
plain
sewing.
My
food.”
me
‘Beeking the knowledge that rests on the mountain,
and myself sewed ourselves almost:
and thirsting still at the fountain;
. mother
Death answered.
Gone at his country’s call, leaving me weeping,
to death ; and*yet
we could not make both| “I will send forth a minister of awful
Gone
to the soldier’s grave, sacredly sleeping,
ends meet. Poverty stared us in the face. destruction, and you shall be satisfied.”
Gene to his heavenly home, ne’er can he come i
My oldest boy was ten, and a good ssholar. | * What minister will you send ?”
Back to his mother’s
arms, back to my home.
My baby was only a year old. What to do.
“1 will send alcohol, He shall £0 in
J did not know ; for poor ‘George became the guise of food and medicine,
Silent and lone, silent and lone!
be
pleasure
‘Where, tell me where are my little ones gone?
worse, seeing the condition of things.
I and . hospitali
The People shall ‘drink
. Useless my cry is; why do I complain?
:
had no trade. Did not know enough of and die.”
They’ll be my little ones never again.
~
anything in theway of tuple.
to
Can the great oaks to the acorns return,
And%he Grave answetel:
any of them. .
The broad rolling stream flow back to the hourne,
“Iam content.”

‘Will come like an organ note, lofty and clear,

There

the year,

pondenoy of the Providence Press ealled out

there is one who knows how tq love, That

table neighbor for several years.

in
killed ‘before our own door, thrown from many cares ; and the Jess that is said of
his horse.” That was the second year after their incompetency, in
the-face of facts like
my marriage. My husband was expecting these, the better.” .
to go in business
with him as a partner; , I think Thad the majority
me, though
when at the last it was found that my poor most of them were men ; and, though
public
Roars was dread y embarrassed by some speaking at private
fathér
tables is not my forte, I
was strung up by that
"s interview with
4 My hnsiind had a little property at the brave little woman who worked like a

came destitute.

'- The mother call childhood again to her knee, :
That in manhood went forth, the Sarong and the
free?
. Nay, nay; no true mother would 2H for them
0
back,
Her woik ncbly done, their firm tramp on life's
track

giver.

Talking ‘at noon

rhasiosmm—

"1]

Tee

goingto get along nicely. I was not
brought up to work, I am sorry to say,” she
““ Them, if I were you, I would hold my |’
added, quickly, * or the struggle would peace in future about the inequality of the grief than she shows.—y Fuller. 3
never have been so hard. My father’ was’ sexes. Women are as capable as men.

- Out on the wide world, striving
and toiling,
‘| for medicine and doctors ; and we
Out where the high hills of science are blending,

* Up wid the cloud-rifts, up, up, still ascending,

The Mechanic’ 8 Snuggary.

.

you, he has n't been off his bed, only when
he is lifted off to his siek-chair, for fourteen
years.”
;
Here was a new. revelation of woman's

vy

A

_ 11, 1871.

AA

ust know
‘Neat was she ‘from head “to stated sum to put away ; for you
the fufoot; with that delicate finish that imparts a weiinclude among our-blossingst
look of élegance to, thé plaindst garments. ture a snug little house of our . own. Mary
There was a “glance between mother ang —she is pleven—will, no doubt, study for a
Here ruddy health goes singing on its way, .
| daughter that was better than a sermon. It: doctor. The child had rather read a book
There the pale sufferer on his couch is lying;
told that love had been a- ruling pow er inthe on physiology than eat her meals, I believe;
2 the glad shout of children. at their play,
and she never sees a bone without learning
household,
cre the sharp-farewell cries about the dy ing;
“Come in here,” «aid the dsery little’ all about it.”
Here a prond mother walking in the light,
Because her darling son has cone to honor;
Just then my pléasant little storekédoper
j shopkeeper, holding "a door open, beyond
And there another sobbing out tlie night,
which I could seé into a: room, nedtly and arose and opened a door near. T saw.a
‘Whose darling son has brought disgrace upon
tastefully furnished. As I expected, books shaded gaslight; and; entering, : found it
»
her.
~~
and flowers greeted me; the former on drawn’ lip before an invalid-chair.
“The patience and sweetness stamped
Hark! the glad music on the morning air,
shelves, and thé latter on stands and in
§ the
~'« When the sweet summer day is just awaking ; window-seats.
upon that mai facf! The wondrous light
And hark, afar, those nocents of despair,
of" Mansy's such a hand for flowers,” said] that flooded. his greamy brown eyes, as ‘they
"On the wild shores where stormy waves are
the
mother.
‘‘ Seems as if everything she met those of his. wife,"and that seemed to
breaking ;
i
| plants grows; and I think a stick would turn my:
:
:
: Here rings aloud some merry marriage bell,”
“Look at4 her! She has been the pride,
into leaves if she put.it into the ground. . Sit
And some fair bride’ goes with her maids
attended;
down, I have alittle leisure,
And now what the comfort, the solace, the keeper of my
4 An here 18 tolling tle sad, funerenh knell, : :
life I” ~
+shall we talk about?”
+ As some young, happy mother’s life is ended.
* Yourself;” said I, bluntlys
What wonder that there were tears in my
“Oh, dear, no; I can't say anything of my. eyes’!
_ And so moves on the pilgrimage of earth,
When I went home, my friends ‘noticed
self.”. The Lord has beer very good to me,
»Our pathway mow in light, now (dark apd
from the expression of my telltale face
dreary ;
and here I am,”
The hours of grief press close the hours of mirth,
1 suppose his promises apply particular- that I had, been through an experience.
And happy days give place to days aweary.
“ The Jdea of ‘woman heitig ona) to
ly to you. Are yo not a widow?”
But in‘those
habitations of the blest,
;
man
!m
¢‘ Dear me, no.
IThope not,” was the quick
In that fair
{and béyond the gloemy river,
This was the sneering exclamation of an
reply ; and. the light of that love I had diThe tired soul shall find its long-sought rest,
And the glad songs.of joy shall flow forever!
,vined about glorified all her face.
‘My “old fogy, who has’ been my opposite tea« These songs of joy and woe are still ascending;
Voicesof love, and hope, and gladsome cheer;
‘With notes of sorrdw are forever blending.

|
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school; and a good friend of the family] be sure, where there is love5; it generally
Ww of & story that might be told.
helped me to put him in college, where he does. But it may also exist where there is
‘
‘a8 I turned from
“You oan talk with me now, if you wish, helped himself.” He fs goingto be a lawyer; no love. Love, my dear ladies, is-self-snccottage window to the resplendent sky,
was her’ ick:
and a smaytone; too, they. say. My : bisi- rifice ; it is a ‘life out of self into another, it was easy to fancy that
mute ‘embrace, that
ness has
ased, so that
We can afford a Its very essence is the preferfing of the comowy &ymbol of affegiion- expanding
great many comforts, -My ‘other’ boy, my fort, the ease, the wishgs of another to one’s, fiom the narrow. lattice till
it totiched the
baby, is very ambitions to follow in his own, for the love we bear them. Love
, gathering Say cheated soul into the
PR footie, My girls are indusitl. is giving; and not Teciving. Love is not{ pr
a
Immortal Love
Jgsnson’

Stanford Holmey D. D,'. Same
1871, quarto. pp. 862, .

Edited, hy

John

Publishers, &o.,

Messrs. Root & Cady, of: Cirieago; sandy us the
initial number of. tie ninth volume. of THE SONG-

MySSENGER, a ploasant monthly of 16. (quarto
pages, and filled with information, notes, sugges-

| tions, criticisms, &e., pertaining to music, as weil
a8 being supplied with choice musical ¢omporiAbbott will hardly need any wordsto describe - ions for both voice and” instrument, “Tt is well
this volume, beyond the statement. that: the se- printed; well edited, and furnished it $1.00 por
They who

Know* both. Mr,

lections are fromthe

Beeclier

;

and Mr.

choicest, richest, deepest

most. interior, ‘fervid apd’ evingelical of Mr.

year. The present fssue has a fine portraibof
Mlle Nilsson, whose face incarnstes at once the

Béecher’s utterances; that they are so. brief that ‘purity of her character and the Bwootness ofChor
ong...
re

one is Supplied for every Bornitig and evening of
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usually

;

written from other countmes

to |eénce being

J, | friends athome, when the value of the statip

seoess==

'Binoe the

=

marvelous balloon

| admonish us to write legibly, carefully, at | as" the fr Hog and wag) content tot

adventure | deseriptions:.of events, sogmery, ote, should | until

been no. such Voluge through the air
as that | 45 vi

os

Everythink

:

baptized by Behe A. Caverno in Epsom\N.

Parisians a fortnight ago. |

and effectively

pacity

évery

tree, in | the church

as the writer's ca, | from the first, and seemsto have bpen so | all

eyes, sends forth its

fr,

ce of full

a of, but above al with ruth. | occupied with himself
all his li that ho has | happinedss the *monntain-stream

\gainst a planet, oron ofth
orr'

y down’ a lunar

contr,

have been’h:

Alstinet;
aud contrasting individuality, while,

the vision

with

tong, dreary night of thick

ness in that

»

i

eye are wanting.

Letters which ah these | yes

of letters from anxious

friends to still more anxious friends, many
hes from the one half of the
important

k

of judgment, of ability

agian
too
generous
Sg
‘

government to thé other half, whose safe delivery involved, perhaps, the fate of the

wollen how well

the wind

deg.

pro

discharged b dotth. Hor-avis

would take them whither they desired to go.

who have never

often owe

balloon, released from its trammels,

shot aloft, more than a mile high, .in order
. that it might escape the unfriendly salutes
. of the needle-gun. . In that high region the

the

kind

np
they

of te

on

g¢ompromised themselves,

it to fhe thot that they have not

among

easily

themselves rapidly

on papéf.

We

light.

We

ma

Let not a coward
Escape from tasks allotted !

Duty’s high call will make thee flee
The viclous—the besotted.”

another will compare
it to a dinner-

Seid

ord will say that, tohim; it Seems |’

settled on

ant river, where he always

pi

wonder that

all the discoveries made for the ben-

certain lapse

Mall Gazette.

The Eye of an Eagle.
———

;

center of the earth

tothe. moon and

_-

2

the sun, would reach

‘almost two hundred thou-

¢C

pea

Beeyities.

90 AND ACCRUED INTEREST

of

MAINE

The true worth .of a soul is revealed as’

size of Jupiter
. when compared: with

b

of the sun, which is about 600

perceive that he possesses a than all the planets together!
Astronomers

have

N

tion, and the

re

tized

larger

the

Mes. J.-F.

tell you how it can be. ‘done, if you are con:

They thought they would: desceyd | ably ten. inches, at which we ean read the{tcnt to do it rouhhly, and get results, which
areonly somewhere'near the truth.”

Take a piece of cardboard and

A circle

a few

inches

in

an. insertion,

po

Yum
rency,interest,

Aprili7.
5 August 21.

Anpiversary Exercises, June 21st,

ah

rity

*
sii

of one of‘the ‘saffron-colored ‘merchants of
San Franciseo :

to contiuue their voya

be

k

OM.

MeLLIE, daughter of E. and A. Reed, died in
Potter, N. Y.,
Nov. 19th, 1870, jiged 1 year. and 2
months.
God saw that our precious darling was

Hh

het English,

of their:

ment knowing

‘We bow to this bereave-

that he is too wise to oly ad

- , hun

ety

ad Tite} werd ravenously

lly

bung,

§

near.

i the esca

oo ts And they Sod fainted,

There was nob:a house neary not «a: sigs of

humanity. = All around was snow and the
pine forest.
Some,
un |

ag the
with

M.

.

too

REED.

ht sight of

.

SEA
sbronasia if would
Rolier an

ly as thére was

only

French Character.

have gone:

badly

twa icy bo re

vu

4.00.
1.50.

a

ot

:

purr d
3 any pastas all same ;-no difs
Laat
: I make all Fean; he have a share,
but. ever: bet- Heerent.
have ‘wife, children,
home in China. Ev-

:

“Indocile. by disposition,
ter pleased with the, arbitrary afd even

began one of

& pantomimes

to which

since Babeldom poor mankind has, for want
of a common language, been reduced when»
ever it goes a few. wiles beyondits own
home. The Frenchmen naturally, enough
wished to know where in the world they
were. But though they tried the purest Pa-

who

the

yoke;

tq

worship

never
never

fear

stand a word.

ter was,

much

excellent

qualified for every pursuit, but
force,

success,

eclat,

their hosts. could

of course, calle

Plenty of Nose...

Nillssen—every-

everybody is called Smith in England.
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The

“Give. me

“in our! halls of

:

f

(3

in Boston, Mass., Nov. 4th,

1870, aged

24

She came home to Cornville with the body

years,

of her

dead husband to deposit it in the family’
burying
4
TR ground,” and having attended to the sad duty
went back fo Mass. to” settle’ ap her busband’s
best affairs. She seemed possessed of unnatural

tell me everything. Every night I think;
every day, I look the flour. ‘Now you bring

with plenty of nose,”

a man.

GREEN
REA

;

particulars

Waterbury Centgys’

me
flour, I tell
I know
ute.

you all about him one minhow he made; -ah, yes!I

HuLpAH HINKLEY died: in Monmouth,
Dec. 14th, aged 22 years and three months.

gave

her

heart- to the

Baviour

some

Me.,
She

-three

Jesus.

There was a heavenly sweetness

of study
:

au

cura

Bronchitis,

Consumption,

all

Lung

r:-nding it to their Patients.
c5tsaishing

cures,

One

It has made some.

Eottle will

prove

ifs

Sold at $1.00 per Bottle, or Six for
pent by Express to any address.

GO2 Ardly

Streét, Philadelphia.

Nathan E. Bede,
lye3pld ;

©

got for New England:
i
jh

2 $76 to $260 per month, ere:
male, to introdiice
the GENUINE IMPROVED
COMMON SENSE FAMILY SEWING MACHINE.

i
-*M

{

C3

Q

HE WINTER TE RM will commence Nov. 14, 1870,

"The Trustees are glad to inform their friends that
the present faculty, — Principal and Assjstants—will continue thei connection with the School nextterm, and the
public may be assured that the Institution as fully merits
their patronage as'at any period ofits history, *
Forfarther inf vination, rooms, &e., apply early to
REV. A. B. MESERVEY, Principal,
:
E.C.LEWIS, Sec.

i

[4

ers,-affordingthe best op: ortunities for appointments.
Address the “ AMERICAN EDUCATIONAL UN:
ION,” 23% Broadway, N. YX,
8teowho

Is Machine will stitch, hein, fell, tuck, quilt, cord, °
bind, braid and embroider in a most su
man=
,
warranted
ner. Priceon
for-five years,
e will
pay
$1000
for any machine

that will sew a stronger, more begutiful, or more elastic seam

than ours.

Itmakes

the

* Elastic

Lock

Stitch.”
Ewerygecond stitch can be cut. and still the .
eloth cannof be pirtled put without tearing it. We--,

pay Agents from $75to
$200 per month and expenses,
«Ora commission from which twice that amount can be
made. © Address SECOMB & CO., Boston, Mass,

Pittsburgh, Pa., St. Loais, Mo, , or Chicago, Ill.

P

k

g

GENTS
wanted for Headlev’s New,
Fresh Book, “SACRED HEROES and MARTYRS,

New Hampton, N. H., Oct. 18th, 1870,

written in the Author’s happiest style, and Jurpaasng his
former works, which have sold by the 10,000,
ith Original Steel Engravings from designsby our Artist, who has
spentthree years in Bible
Lamis,
The Slesgy and the
Press ave lond in {18 praise,
Also, for *
OUR HOME
PHYSICIAN.”
the new and standard Hand-Book ef
Agents are making money rapidly,
Family Medicines.

E.B. TREAT & Co,, Pub’s, 654 Broadway, N. Y .

4wbl

‘$500 REWARD
Fora case of Catarrh
can Catarrh

Remedy

that Demeritt’s Noxth
cannot

age $1.25, (two bottles.)

eure.

Price:

Ameri

per. pack

For sale by all Druggists,

CARRUTHERS
120 Hanover Street, Boston.
home testimonials,
6ma30fi

& DEMERITT,
Send

for

ewcular

A

and

|

ok

|

; Clergymen,
«

Superintendents

and all Buyers of

SUNDAY SCHOOL BOOKS

WORK.

about

Publications,

Diseases, and Spitting of Blood, and strengthen
a1 build up the system toa healthy condition.
is has been tested by Prof. Trosseau, in twe
thausand “cases, in tho, Hospitals ‘of Paris; im’
wiich it cured nearly every case; and.in this
¢uatry Physicians are daily ordering and com.

NEW HAMPTON INSTITUTION.

months before her death; and since that time her
faith in God hasbeen stroxg,giving evidence to all.
that her hope was founded upon the rock, Christ

:

JOHNSTON, HOLLOWAY & COWDEN,

wr

t., 1870.

Baptist

a

UPHAM'S FRESH MEAT CURE
Coes

apply to the

;

MELODIES,

UI SUMPTION-ROSTHVELY CORED.

£5.00.

Complete courses

For

of the

BOSTON, MASS.

¢leacy.

MOUNTAIN SEMINARY.
TEN TERM
will commence

.Nov. 28, 1870.

EDITION

CLARK,

Messrs. D. LOTHROP & CO.,

INSTITUTE.

Principal,C, A. Moogrs,

LATHAM

will be filled promptly at the advertised rates, by

Sec-

;
“
G. H. RICKER, Principal.
North Seitnate, R. I., Oct. 10, 1870,

ANN, widow of the late Wm. Brayton, died
Suqdgnty in Cranston, Nov. 25th, aged
64, She
was
baptized by the writer some 8) years since
and became a member of the 2d ‘ch. in Smithfield.
Shedéaves two daughters with their families to |
mourn her departure. She rests in Rew v

J

AND ¥OR ALL

Freewill

.

both sexes.

her great loss.

MARY

jah

¥

But to return to’ Ah Ying; he is the
EVANSVILLE SEMINARY.
judge
of flour I ever met with; that partner strength until the last item of business was ar-_
HF WINTER TERM of this Institution will open
in China could not leave: his interests in ranged. . She then made arrangements for her
Dec.6, continuing 12 weeks,
“|
Luition from $5.50 to $7,50.
. Board, $3,00,
gafor hands. Tasked him this very evening, own funeral, gave herse'f to. Jesus, and laid
Kor furtier particulars: address the Principal,
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